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W ith  Favorable Marketing Conditions and Validity of Act 
Settled Haskins Believes Good Winter in Sight—  
Decision Marks Real Milestone Says A. K. Loyd
‘7
P r o v i n c i a l  L e g i s l a t i o n  
F i n d s  F a v o r  i n  V i e w .
o f  P r i v y  C o u n c i l
C o n t i n u e  S e e k i n g  S t a n d a r d  C o n t r a c t  S i g n a t u r e s
i
Right of Provinces to Enact Legislation to Control by 
Regulations Transactions Entirely Within Province is 
Settled— Licensing Clauses in Act are Proved Valid
Gr e a t  jubilation was observed in the offices of the B.C. Fruit Boarcl Wednesday morning when the news arrived that the
"I Jl _ - * _ 5 _________ n* virfSC
M i l k  P r o d u c e r s ,  A p p e l l a n t s ,  M u s t  P a y  C o s t s
Privy Council decision on the validity of the marketing act was 
favorable to those who wish controlled marketing by legislation. 
The telephones continued to ring'all morning, as growers throughout 
the Valley called to discuss the news and voice their congratulations 
that a major milestone in the history of the Okanagan producers’ 
fight for a controlled deal had been passed.
“There are indications that market­
s'-
ing conditions for the 1938 apple crop 
will *be good, but I had a fear *that 
these favorable conditions would be 
lost because pf chaotic conditions in 
the Valley, due to lack of a control­
led deal,” declared W  E. Ha'skins, 
Fruit Board chairman, in discussing 
the situation with The Courier.
“There will be a small Asnerican 
crop, and the Canadian praii-es are 
anticipating a bumper crop, these be­
ing two favorable aspects from an Ok­
anagan standpoint,” Mr. Haskins con­
tinued. “On thp other hand, four or 
five shippers in the Valley were say­
ing they just would not co-operate un-
S p e c i a l  R e g a t t a  E d i t i o n
On Tuesday morning a special 
Regatta issue of The Kelowna Cour­
ier wili be distributed to every 
home in Kelowna and the surroun­
ding district. The Courier Adver­
tiser will be omitted that morning 
and the special edition will take 
its place. On Thursday, August 4, 
the regular edition of The Courier 
will be issued in the evening short­
ly after the Regatta is cbncluded.
Kelowna’s new postofflee and Dominion government building Which will be opened to the public 
on Monday. Word has reached Kelowna that the local postoffice facilities will be moved from the loca­
tion which iit has occupied for the past fifteen years, this week-end, to the new structure on the corner of 
Bernard arid Ellis streets. While the edifice has bean ready for occupancy for some weeks, there remains 
a few minor details, such as the clock over the front entrance, to be completed. The new facilities will 
be of much convenience to the people of this district.
L o c a l  P o s t  O f f i c e  W i l l
is pleased that this question of the le- 
less by reason of the act enforcement, gality of the Natural Products Market- 
and affairs in the Valley did not ap- jng Act has been settled for all time 
pear too rosy. to come,” stated R. B. Staples, presi-
“Too muh time has been devoted dent.
-to organizing in this fruit business “Constant change in methods of con- ______
which time has been deducted from trol, and being forced to adapt methods . . t   ^ j  •
that which should be given to of doing business to new regulations A ustra lia  V ita lly  Interested in
DECISION OF
FAR REACHING ,  ,  . , ^  , ,
C O N W E N C E S  M o v e  t o  N e w  B u i l d i n g
D u r i n g  T h  i s  e e k -  E n d
W . E. Haskins Voices First Re 
action on Hearing Privy Coun 
cil Decision
E M P IR E -W ID E  EFFECTS
Th e  validity of the British Cplumbia natural products marketing act was upheld on Wednesday by the judicial committee of the 
Privy Council in London, England, .< and provided one of the most 
momentous decisions ever made in connection with the fruit industry 
of this province. The appeal of a group of independent«dairymen 
from a finding of the B.C. Court of Appeal was dismissed, the Privy 
Council upholding the finding of the B.C, Appeal Court,
, The appellants, the independent milk producers, were ordered 
to pay the costs.
The most important point in the entire judgment was introduced 
when Their Lordships declared it was apparent the legislation in 
question is confined to regulating transactions that take place wholly 
within the province and therefore are within tlife sovereign powers 
granted the Legislature in that respect by Section 92 of the British 
North America Act.
Section 92 deals entirely with the powers which are given the 
provinces.
In its judgment of yesterday the Privy Council did not accept 
the view of the appellants that natural products, as defined in the 
act, were confined to natural products in British Columbia. The 
c;;se originally arose from an action brought by a Mr, Shannon and 
other independent milk, producers against the Lower Mainland Dairy 
Products Marketing Board, which was set up Under the act, After 
the decision of the B.C. Court of Appeal had been appealed to the
thoughts of marketing problems.
Mr. Haskins, on being shown a 
transcript of the main points of the 
Council decision, pointed out that the 
situation regarding transactions with­
in the province has now been clarified. 
Through the terms, packing, storing 
and transporting, as contained in the 
act, the boards can regulate the pro-- 
ducts while still in the province and 
are given sufficient power to control 
distribution, Mr. Haskins believes.
Marketing is only coriiparable to op­
erations strictly within the province, 
and does riot deal with marketing of 
export or into other provinces. By 
this, is meant that the Bbard can set 
, prices for products sold within the 
jJroyince but not for products which 
are shipped out of the boundaries.
Mr. Duffus, courtser for the appel­
lants, argued before the Privy Council 
that this act affects a man outside the 
province, and when an agent in the 
province for a man outside is control­
led by the act, then the man outside is 
similarly controlled.
Lord Thankerton replied: “If a
man chooses to come into the province 
from outside then he can be regulat­
ed
Privy Council Ruling
W ig  and Gown “The Privy Council decision uphold­
ing the validity of the provincial mar­
keting act has a far more widespread 
effect than is apparent at first glance,” 
declared W. E. Haskins, chairman of 
the B.C. Fruit Board, on hearing the 
welcome news Wednesday from Lon-
Courier Obtains Confirmation From Government Author- ‘he picture
. j  i- TT n/r j  Ti/r • n/r i • supplied legal talent for the respondents to fight the appeal. Mr.
ities——Ready for Use on Monday Morning Mark in Wendpll Farris, K.C., of Vancouver, and W . E. Haskins, B.C. Fruit
Progress of City , Board chairman, made the trip to London to appear before the Privy
——---- ------ — T— —^ ;— - ' Council along with Mr, Wilfred Barton, K.C., London solicitor,.
n  . . D ■! C aL • a* “There is no such restriction in the act and a limited construc-
rOStinaStCr D a iic y  I.n tnusiastic  tion would probably cause difficulty if it were sought at some future
time to co-operate with a valid Dominion kcheme,” the judgment
Th e  people of Kelowna will start receiving their mail from the stated in reference to the view that natural products were confined • new postoffice* on Monday next. Such was the word received to natural products in British Columbia.
direct from government officials by The Courier_on Tuesday.q d F el d her he assist- The milk producers had raised an objection,that the act provided
ed Mr.^We^ell^Farris, K.C., in present- On Tuesday The Courier telegraphed C, P. Dawson, Dominion for raising money by a mode or system of taxation reserved to the 
ing the B.C. government’s case in up- Government resident architect at Victoria, who has charge of*the federal government, that is that the licences imposed by the boards 
holding the legislation. moving of the post office, inquiring whether the new building would were really indirect taxes.
Privy *^CouncIl^^mar^  ^ occupied this month, Mr: Dawson’s department wired in reply, “Their Lordships said without deciding the matter either way,
throughout the Dominion and in other “Intention is to move postoffice department into new public building they can see the difficulties in holding this to be direct taxation with- . 
colonies of the British Empire would at Kelowna this week-end.” ' in the province. But on other grounds, the legislation can be sup-
— — — ------------—— ----- ------- :---- ^ ported. If regulation of trade within the province hais to .be held
T IO  A Dkl7 r> A  A D A  valid, the ordinary method of regulated trade by a system of licences '1 must also be admissable.
W. E. HASKINS
for a .generation. Postmaster E. R. Bailey when shown 
The Empire Produce^ Conference, ^ Courier reporter
at Sydney, Australia, last March which ^gxed enthusiastic. “That is great,” he 
was attended by leading agricultoists waiting for the,
over the Brit- move for some time ijow and we will 
ish Empire accepted ^ e  need for or- certainly be glad to get into the new 
derly marketing of Empire primary building. It will certainly be a much 
products in order, to maintain continu- brighter and nicer place to work in 
ity of supplies and to prevent avoidable staff and the public too will
B IB fc'BTi'gT' The licence merely involves permission to trade subject to
REFUSED f e r r y • •
during the hearing of the Marketing certain ma?keto2^^^ntm^ leg^lation in ' Kelowna has waited a long time for Public Works Department Re- the province has the right to place “shop, isaloon, tavern, auctioneer
venient.
with specified conditions;:—if licences for specified trades 
k mT/xn,T their Lordships see no reason why the words ‘other licen-
I N r i  iH  iVl A ' l ' l l  I N  ces’ should not be sufficient to support the enactment in question.” 
l i l l  This statement deals with subsection 9 of sectidn 92 qf the
B.N.A. Act, dealing with provincial powers, and which states that
Lord Russell spoke up regarding the A.ct appeal
agent with: “Yes, but that’s because ----------- —
the principal is doing business in the 
province."
the United Kingdom and Dominions its postoffice building, but the structure
-- ----- ----------- ----------- -^-------------- which provides that producer-control- now alwut to be occupied is, as one re-
every year has lessened the efficiency led organizations, u n d e r  g o v e r n m e n t  rem ark^, ^wellwort^^^^^
of every business connected with fruit statute, shall be enabled . to enforce ^ug fpr. Not only does the building 
It is made clear that by the Privy marketing, and has lessened the effect- their decisions when necessary.’ provide adequate postoffice facilities,
ounnil decision that the hoard’.*: now- “Tr ninnop
fuses to Give Local Body In- and other licences in order to the raising of a revenue for provincial, 
formation About New Ferry local or municipal purpose.”
Another objection, states the London despatch to The Courier, 
raised by the appellants, held that it was noit within the powets of 
the provincial legislature to delegate so-called legislative powers to 
the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Gouncil or give him powers of further
T O  A SK  M E M B E R  T O  A ID
Their Lordships replied :“ This objection appears subversive to 
the rights which the provincial legislature enjoys while dealing with 
matters falling within classes of subjects iil relation to which the 
constitution has granted legislative power.”
Co c b s p iveness of the service which these busi- If British Columbia’s p o eer jegis- J^ ut, being of splendid design, is a de- _ . ^ , ,
ers do not only control products nesses have been able to render the lation for control of agricultural pl-o- corat^e a^ ^^ ^^  ^ to Bernard Avenue Board Urgqs as Much Construe. _______
grown within the province but those industry. ' ducts had been thrown overboard, it and the district as a wriofe. tion as Possible to be Done deleo-ation
which are shipped in from outside, “Now that the act is established as would have disrupted entirely the ef- With the removal. of the postoffice Here •
once they are actually in. For in- 3  permanent measure for the regulation forts of these leading agriculturists at from its present location, an interesting __-
stance a bo^d  controlring^sh^^^^ Turn to Page 5, Story 4 Turn to Page 10, Story 1 coincidence is brought t^ The-Kelowna board of trade learned
state the once at. which Alberta mut- •. ....  ................... .................................. fifteen vears the oostal business of the cr.-,rr,n nn
S “ w o  BX i i . . t o b . ^  — 7 — — ---------t o p ~ -
the B.C. Fruit Board can say to the A *  II , I D  J  A  jL sent location and for the fifteen years hnarH hnH writ+f.Tt tr. /loAppellant and Respondent Arguments
A s k ^  regai'ding the possibility of I n  M a r l c e t i h g  A c t  C a s e  R e V i e ^ ^ e d  L y  cations have been used each for a per- ca^ it^would^^rry^the^spee^*and\he
^  S s k f n s S a i 5 d - ^ ™ ^ ^ ^  ■ " r l ^ S K i n S ,  r r u i t  D o a r c i  v n a i r m a n  modious new bunding wm beinsuffidi- f^e bSard that fun informau^^^
is a means of deciding the consensus ----------------— --------  ^ "A n ^ h e S e re s to ^ ^ c o T n c W n c e  in
?;Jif?iTmak2Tn?m^^^^^^  ^ Man who Attended Privy Council Hearing Tells f^ r ^ r e S n  "po2tma^^^^^^^^^
tion. It is too early to discuss the The Courier Details of Bricfs Presented by Both Sides and ws -^-------  — *—  ^ p y to its
"”TS?Fruit"£ard^^^^^ — S t o r y  T o l d  O n ly  D a y  B e f o r e  D e c i s io n  A n n o u n c e d  ^ere ^  .  ^ ----------------  ^ ------- -------- , .  -
cd that the seitung of the marketins -------------------------- ---  ,  ^ .bttt ^ B t e d . a a d  F d l/ t o ^ W s  D e a U » - ^ I n q ^
act case should have the effect of ^ S L A T E  as Tuesday, July 25, W . E. Haskins, just returned from father who-preceded hirnnn the^  office
Police Have Not Cleared Mystery of 
Death of Jones-Evans Boy but are 
Inclined Towards Accident View
stepping up standard contract signa­
tures, as the coritract contains certain the Old Counfty, expressed his confidence to The Courier that
.... Doara receivea a letter in reply to its - ------
Soth l^ppointedT^^^  ^ S ^ r e '& ^ e n r " ’ p u b t^ ^ S Relieve He Lost Rifle Over Bank and Attempted to Glam-
-------------.u ........  P her Down but Slipped £ ~
Continued on Monday
cided to ask the local member, Capt.
pauses which have greater power the marketing act would be upheld, which situation did arise on cort!l}?risons°from^a rev^nue^oSt^of citizens generally are still puzzled over
than those of the act. He believed Wednesday morning. Mr. Haskins took this opinion from the at- view. In 1896 the revenue of the Ke-  ^ trade ' ' L  the cause of the death of 14-vear-old John David Tone*; Evan*;
that every grower should be sig.ied up ^heir Lordships who sat upon the case, in London. On., lowna^ postof^ ^^ ^^  In^the ^he board instructed the secretary whose badly decomposed body was f o u n ^ ^  a W  dow ^a
w r i t e  t h e  d e n a r t m e n t .  n f  n i i h l i e  .,4. __ _ _____ _ ■ 7 _ _ _ 1 . »-■. . . j __ _ .
every grower 
on this contract to indicate that the
Okanagan is united iri favor of con- Tuesday he gave The Courier a detailed account of the arguments 1938, the revenue had climbed 2ork2^ureirfe *that^^^l^^ork^ nossibl2 Mission creek. The lad had
by the appellant and respondent in tins action. to $34,163.52. In ,1896 the banking busi- ^^°^thVnew firry L  do^ ^^ ^^  ~  ' - -  -trolled marketing. set forth
Appeal to Councilthe grower leaders m the standard . . .
contract moverrint, stated .to TJie Cour- Tfie validity of the provincial mar- 
ier on Wednesday afternoon that there Acting act was beirig tested before the 
would be no let-up in trying to obtain PU^y Council in London, England, in 
contract signatures. ^ri appeal from the B.C. Court of Ap-
“The decision removes a certain .a- decision which upheld the Act and 
mount of urgency for contract signa- threw out a decision by Mr. Justice 
tures,” remarked Mr. Gray, "as fa r as Munson in the B.C. Supreme Court.
 ^  ^  ^ 4. .4 ........V. ..w.. er be ne in Kelowna. Tuesday, July 19, and was not found until be-
ness of the posttfffice i\^s conducted ^ 3g pointed but that various other tween 2.30 arid 3 o clock Sunday afternoon.FOUR FIRMS T E N D E R  lake craft had been assembled h e r . ; Fracture At Skrill BaseA rppnrmnenrtatinn tint all mnt^r ' -----  ^" that of the deceased’s, while the other
The postoffice has been located in jgjg used -  has been established that death ?ad was smaller in statue and had
F O R  F F R R Y  H i l l  1 vanbus''ruiWi.^gs'duV^ 2 % d h S  Canadimror" fracture at the base of light-colored hair
r X i l v I \ I  n U L L  Fifteen years ago the pre- facture was also enclosed-i« the letter. skull, and this could.,have been . Police are. inclined to the view that
sent location of the customs and ex- accomplished by a fall from a height the young'lad had lost his rifle over
Considerable interest was occasion-
the possibility of a wide-open deal is A  Mr. Shannon and other independent ed in Kelowna by the week-end an-
going milk producers were the appeirants in uVncereiirfrom^^^^^^ department‘'o f ^^ froL th e  p S e S '^ k y fa " r  b S T n  Pfer^?o'ch??gL® 2° rid i^ i^orsM ew alS
Bernard Avenue was used, and again or failing to have proper lamps affixed to h'avb.,been worn by top., From there: he must have
previous to that time, a building, since their bikes were Elizabeth Eadie, the lad some severity-five: yards south, slipped while atten:xpting to firi 
demolished, on the present location of jvjay Latta Harry Coles Peter Furlano ®P^ t^ where the boy is believed "urtled to his. death. Foot-
Rodgers and Company store was used. Douelaq Hubbard Thev were aU as- to have gone over the' bank, and the found on the ledge, corres-
At a time before this, again, a building, sessed two dollars fine. stock of a .22 rifle immediately below to Evans. It was a foolhardy
no longer in existence, near the board ______ ________ !________ the hat and down near,’ the bottoiri of to attempt; to . descend.
of trade building was used. CARS COLLIDE ON BERNARD canyon. Young Jone;?-Evans was supposed to
Another iriysterious feature of the have started out to go swlriiming with 
Cars driven by Roger F. Borrett of case results from William McTavish’s Eric Tasker, a bloridd-haired neighbor
concerned. ,0But we ate still „ „
ahead, for there is no control oyer the action with the Lower Mainland public works at Victoria that four 
price in the act and there is by the Dairy Products Board as respondent, tenders had been submitted for con- 
contract.” Neither can we get control However, the provincial government structioh of wooden hull for the new 
over deductions from the price under handled the action for the latter body, ferry to replace the present M. S. 
the act. but the contract provides a Mr. Duffus, K.C., of Edinburgh, ap- Holdup.
means.” ' peared for the independent milk The four tenders" varied to the ex-
Such charges as averages, and pool- producers and Wendell Farris, K.C., tent pf approximately seventeen thou- 
ing regulations may come under the Vancouver, appeared for the pro- sand dollars. Boeing Aircraft was 
Fruit Board’s scope under the act but vinci^ governnaent, assisted by W il- high with $64,500, while F. R. Charles
up to the present time the Board has fre d B ^ r t^ ,,  K.C., London, Eng., and was low with $47,512. Star Shipyard Mr. arid Mrs. H. F. Chapin have as East Kelowna and A. Ruocco of Van-statement that* he observed two boys about his own ‘ age.. However, 
nw er seen fit to enforce such, rcgul- w .E . H^^m s, Kelowna, (Mercer’s) Ltd. submitted $48,541 their house guests at present Mrs. Cha- couver collided on Bernard avenue at early ’Tuesday afternoon iust after ErovJncjal police have settled to their
ations as to standardization; Mr. Gray Some Erighsh coumel^ expressed the while the tender of the West Coast pin’s sister Mrs. Rush E. Hussey of 3.45 p.m. on July 22. Mr. Borrett was the lunch hour, wMking along the satisfaction, they Say, that Tasker did 
obsCTved. - «  , • v; • t , opmion to Mn Haskins that a decision Salvage and Contracting Company Waukegan, 111., and her son Ted Alex- backing out from the curb when the cliff edge. He swears that one bov accompany the deceased lad, arid
-The directorate of Sales Service Ltd. Turn to Page 4, Story 2 was for $52,400. ander of Valparaiso, Florida. two cars met. was wearing a straw hat siraflar to Turn to Page 10, Story 3
. ........ --------- ----. p
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any newspaper ciictilntiiiii; in the Central Okanagan Vnllcy.
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fillips it wartiin/j tlial shuiild have weh;ht. Deinocra- 
eles may see in it a demonstration of a force that 
makes for pe;ice; dictatorships bent on forcible af,;- 
ffiandizement and f'eneral trouble-makinf; tircf notilh'd, 
not in words, but by tlie sjiirit of the unity nuidif 
evident in France, that the bullying swaggerer must 
have a care. None Juiow better than the bully and the 
swaggerer that their succesfj depends upon disunity 
among those they would oppres.s', and for these the 
events in France will provide bad news.
The Royal visit to France has proclaimed to the 
world the voluntary coming together in time of not'd 
of two powerful peoples anxious to ensure peace. 
Alwjiys the spirit of any understanding is stronger 
than the letter. And the world has been given an 
impre-ssive exiirnple of the spirit of unity made' 
manifest.
The Fire King’s Minions
: "1151(0
A  W o o d e n  H u l l
i
That the tenders for the new ferry called for 
construction of a wooden hull, has been the cau.se of 
considerable disappointment throughout the entire 
Okanagan Valley. It had been confidently:, anticipated 
that when the Holdup was replaced the new craft 
would be of such a nature that it could cope with all 
weather situations.
While the climate of the Okanagan is generally of 
a sidubrlous nature and, in this^  regard, we are one 
of the more favored sections of the continent, never­
theless, we do experience the occasional winter when 
the lake freezes over and ice makes navigation dif­
ficult. Such a winter was that of 193G, when, it will 
be recalled, the ferry service was practically suspend­
ed for several weeks, as the ice was five inches thick 
and she could not keep a channel open.
Conditions upon the lake today are less favorable 
for the operation of a wooden-hulled ferry than they 
have over been. In- former days the “Sicamous” with 
her daily trips was very cfTcctive in keeping a channel 
open and^on more than one occasion was called into 
• service to open the way for the Holdup, upon whose 
wooden hull the ice acted as a saw,
' Today there is no Sicamous upon the lake to open 
the channel. Nor is there any other suitable vessel - 
to come to the assistance of a wooden-hulled ferry 
, when the ice becomes too heavy.
The officials of the department of public works 
. are doubtless fully aware o f, the situation and local 
apprehension on this score may be entirely ground­
less. A  wooden-hulled ferry may be built whose hull 
, will not be ripped to pieces at the waterline by the 
ice. It would be regrettable if a new craft were built 
. and it was found that because it had a wooden hull,
, it was unable to buck the ice and had to be laid up 
for a week or so during the winter months. If the ice 
in the lake should enforce a suspension of the ferfy 
. service, it would mean that the Okanagan Valley 
. would be split into two sections for the duration" of 
the holdup, with all communications between them 
at a standstill.
T h  is  F a v o r e d  L a n d
;
B i c y c l e  C h e c k - U p
The local police unit is now checking up on 
bicycle riders and their machines, to see that they 
comply with the law and observe the traffic regula­
tions! This checkup-is no more a reflection upon the' 
 ^ average bicycle rider than an automobile checkup is 
upon the average car driver. ’
Nevertheless^ every community has its quota of 
cyclists who seem to imagine that they are the only 
. one using the roadways and that sidewalks and streets 
were constructed as a special place where they may 
. cut fancy capers.
In Kelowna during recent weeks there has been 
an epidemic of careless and, consequently, dangerous 
- bicycle, riding. It is to check this that the police 
I are how more rigorously enforcing the regulations as 
they apply to bicycles. AJready several'careless riders 
■ have’ appeared in court and either paid a fine or had 
. their cycles impounded.
It has been no unusual sight at any time of the 
day to see heedless boys and girls weaving an erratic 
and aimless 'course along the streets of the business 
; district, with a fine contempt for all traffic regula- 
tions. Their carelessness is a constant source of worry 
, to drivers of private cars and trucks, upon whom the 
responsibility is placed in the case of accidents.
Oiir young cyclists must be brought to a fuller 
. realization of the serious consequences which might 
arise from their own carelessness. If a car driver^
• weaved his automobile from one side of the street to 
the other and followed this with a few figure eights,
( which is quite a common practice with some of the 
. youngsters on wheels, he would soon find himself 
; appearing before a magistrate.
T h e  F r e n c h  V i s i t
There is no misunderstanding the enthusiasm of 
the welcome extended by France to King George they like it. Definitely, it is not the Canadian way.
Look here, upon this picture, and on this," .said 
Hamlet long ago, and the invitation stands for an­
other comparison today; the peace that broods over 
the Canadian scene, and the misery that is humanity’s 
lot in so many older countries, beautiful even in their 
distress. Nature has been kind in some way, to all 
parts of the world—in the level beauty of Holland, 
the kopje-strewn volt of South Africa, the glory of 
the Canadian Rockies— but if there is gloom in the 
heart, of what use the most impressive scenery?
To enjoy anything, man must bo reasonably happy. 
Canadians, in the main, are reasonably happy, and 
during this glorious summer weather they are enjoy­
ing the scenic grandeur with. which their country is 
so richly endowed. The nomadic instinct is igiven 
free rein. Highways are thronged with automobile 
traffic. Boat and train travel is in full swing. Even 
the poorest children may look forward to a short stay 
in a rural camp, thanks to the kindness of many 
organizations.
Where are these Canadians going? They are off 
to the lakes, the rivers and the mountains; off to the 
forests; off to the hills and, the vales; off to the old 
farm where happy youth was spent—off to the rest­
ful places. High in mountain resorts dotted with 
lakes they seek repose and renewed health. In deeply 
wooded areas their tents are pitched. Rivers are 
being explored by canoe, and difficult pasisages but add 
zest to the journeying. Every prospect pleases, and 
the travellers are far from vile. “The bright light 
shakes across the lake, and the wild cataract leaps in 
glory.” Highway travellers may revel in the fields 
of grain swaying in the breeze; and what sight could 
be more soothing than this? Or where is there a 
better lesson in mental calm than that presented by 
a group of well-fed cattle cud-chewing beneath the 
shade trees of a pasture field lush with grass? Leis­
urely rumination is good for man and beast.
The best of all this is that enjosrment of those 
delights is not the privilege of the wealthy alone. Any 
group of Canadians, of whatever income bracket, may 
sojourn for awhile amid new surroundings, at very 
little expense; and most of them do. The country 
has attractions to suit all purses. And its people are 
in a niood to enjoy the delights that Nature has pro­
vided so lavishly. This is one picture.
The other is of old-world lands, also beautiful, 
but torn by martial and political strife; lands cursed 
with hate, jealousy, mistrust, selfish ambition. It is 
a strange thing that, in so many countries, humanity, 
which should have the last word about this, w ill not “ 
permit itself to be happy. Are differences in racial 
mentality the explanation?
The general picture in older parts of the world 
is dark. China is strewn with corpses and drenched 
in blood, while her invaders seek further “sinews of : 
war” to carry on the slaughter. The fatalism of the 
East may accept this condition, but to Canadians it 
is appalling.
Austria now sits mourning over her ancient, and 
now lost, splendor in art and music, her standing in 
the realm of scientific research gone, and with her 
most brilliant sons wandering about the world in 
search, of a home. Austria, too, has magnificent scen­
ery, but who cares about that when tomorrow may 
bring death, degradation or banishment? Once gay 
Vienna has put on the garb of grief, travellers seek­
ing entertainment and happiness are not going there 
any more. And Czechoslovakia is an armed camp, 
not knowing the moment that may bring the call to 
battle, and to death. Apprehension everywhere.
Canadians cannot believe that in the dictator 
countries there is real happiness. They find it dif­
ficult to understand that a regimented population can 
be content. In what frame of mind can people be 
Vrhose ears must ever be attuned to the dull martial 
sounds of marching feet? People who may not speak 
their thoughts? Who must be enthusiastic to order 
when dictatbrs demand a show of enthusiasm, for 
whatever reason? This, is not the way freedom-loving 
men and women would wish to live, whether or not
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Kelowna In Bygone Days
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
THIRTY YEARS AGO  
Thursday, July 23. 1908
R. Minns has purchased a woodworking mach­
inery outfit from Summerland.• t
Black eyes and cuts were numerous on members 
of the Kelowna lacrosse club when they returned from 
Armstrong, where they met defeat 5 to 2.
The Farmers’ Exchanige has shipped five cars of 
summer produce and expects to ship another five cars 
today. Last year, only one car had been shipped.
had been 11 months and two weeks in the front tren­
ches before being wounded.
i|t ifi
A  young lad, bathing just off the promenade, step­
ped into a hole on Saturday afternoon and was nearly 
drowned. Both his father and mother went to his 
rescue and they were in danger of losing their lives 
before Earl Raymer arrived on the scene and affected 
a rescue.
The cigar factory commenced work on Monday 
with nine employees.
Dorothea Buck headed the pass list of second year 
high school June examinations taken by Kelowna 
pupils, with a total of 742 marks, out of a possible 1,000.
Recent sales of fruit lands have been made to 
Ernest England, - Vancouver; W. M. Sutherland, Ed­
monton; R. McDonnell and Ennis, Grandview, Yukon.
TEN YEARS AGO  
Thursday, July 26, 1928 
With an elaborate program, followed by a banquet
The Band, succumbing to the desire for coolness, 
took possession of Hayman’s scow and was towed to 
Manhattan beach, where it serenaded the campers.
A  sum of $500 has been assured canvassers for the 
regatta. The program will be spread over two days, 
Wednesday and Thursday, August 12 and 13.
After continually hammering from the Kblowna 
board of trade, the federal government has passed an 
appropriation of $5,000 for ‘improvement of the navig­
able channel between Okanagan and Skaha lakes at 
Penticton.’
and dancing, the spacious I.O.O.F. Temple, erected for 
Orchard City lodge, began its public carqer on Thurs­
day. George Ahderson was chairman arid on the 
stage with him were Grote Stirling, J. W. Jones, 
Mayor Sutherland, Judge Swanson, J. H. Glass, Pen­
ticton, and T. Fay Elliott, Vancouver.
’ITie Occidental Fruit Co. Ltd., opens today its 
new packing house on Ellis street opposite the C.N.R. 
depot. The dimensions are 150 feet square arid is a 
commodious building. '
TW ENTY YEARS AGO  
Thursday, July 25, 1918
The city assessor was instructed to prepare for a 
tax sale in October. *
Committees are working hard to prepare for the 
annual Fall Fair and' Exhibition to be held on Sep­
tember 11 and 12.
■ ■ ■ ■ . mm' * '
The ever popular fours will be the feature event 
of the annual regatta which will be held in Kelowna 
on August 15. The fire brigade, under Norman DeHart, 
is preparing to enter’a four and a war canoe crew.
On Wednesday morping the Palace hotel was 
moved thirty-five feet fo the rear of the Bernard ave­
nue lot it has occupied for years. Business was car­
ried on duririg the operation and no services were 
disconnected.
J. Forsyth Smith addressed a few growers under 
the auspices of the B.C.F.G.A. here on Monday, teUing 
them of the Old Country market, from his position as 
Canadian fruit trade commissioner.
Gerie Tunney and-Tom Heeney are reported iri 
tip-top condition for their world’s heavyweight match 
tonight.
Robert Gray, of Okanagan Mission has Dot only 
wori the Military Medal, but has been specially de­
corated by the Russian government. He was woundi^ 
at Vimy ridge, losing his left leg. Charles Adams 
has returned to Kelowna, also minus his left leg. He
David Carruthers Murdoch, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ellis Murdoch, Okanagan Mission, obtained the highest 
marks in the province when passing from senior mat­
riculation. He was a pupil of the Kelowna high school. 
and had-81 per cent.
Miss Phyllis Elwy Teague ^  became the bride pf 
Morton Baldwin Paige at the First United church on 
Thursday morning at 1() o’clock.
Parliament Defends Itself
OCCASIONALLY SOME little experlenco pops 
along which makes a profound impression upon you. 
It is often the case that a long-looked-forward-to and 
carefully planned trip falls just a little Hat while some 
imin oinptu affair carries a big Icick and leaves a string 
of pleasant nunneries . . . .  ’I’hat was just what hap­
pened when I made an entirely unexpected trip one 
evening last week to J. W. Hughes’ Black Mounbilln 
Ranch. The wonders of this establishment arc, I sup­
pose, an old story to the people of Kelowna but tlxey 
made a new and thrilling experience for rnc. Consider 
the asparagus. I have a friend outside Oshawa, On­
tario, with a twenty acre patch . . . .  which he eloims 
is one of the largest in Ontario . . . .  I am not arguing 
for or against his claim but I do know it was plenty 
largo enough for me one morning when I agreed to 
lend a hand with the cutting . . . .  'That only happened 
one morning . . . .  But here on the Hughes’ properties 
there are one hundrc'd and twenty-live acres. 'Ihe 
asparagus cutting has, of course, been over for many 
weeks and the acres are a mass of loveliness us the 
delicate, feathery tops are lifted by the breeze . . . .  
The peony plot from which several thousand blooms 
went this year to points as fur cast as Winnipeg, Is 
dressed in a sombre green now . . . .  sombre after 
the riot of reds and pinks and whites of the big blooms 
which met such an enthusiastic welcome on the prair­
ies in the spring. The tulip plot, too, has lost its 
glory. Here the bulbs arc just being carefully due  
and sorted and prepared for sale. Flowers from the 
bulbs grown on Black Mountain will grace a thousand 
gardens across Canada next spring . . . .  But if as­
paragus, peonies and tulips have passed, the rasp­
berries and the glads are reaching their peak. I 
been wondering from whence came the unusually large 
and luscious raspberries that have been for sale In 
the store's. Now I know. A  new variety brought in 
from New York State last year. A  variety which 
apparently has been an instantaneous success with 
both grower and consumer. Four -tons . . . .  one day's 
picking . . . .  werp waiting at Black Mountain ranch 
that evening for early morning transportation to town. 
The berries tickled the palate but it was the glads 
which filled the eye. They are not yet at their best 
but. several rows of early varieties were in full bloom 
and a hundred and fifty thousand glads are something 
worth having a look at. Glads are abbut my favorite 
flower . . . .  For some silly reason zinnias tjske my 
fancy too . . .' . There is something about the glads 
which takes hold on you arid twists you all up inside.
I have been through the forty-three acres of green­
houses, on the; Dale Estate at Brampton, Ontario. I f I  
remember correctly that is the largest greenhouse 
acreage in the world , , . . or is it the British Empire. 
They are famous for their roses and orchids but there 
are no roses or orchids which can compare with that 
plot of glads, growing in a mountain valley and touch­
ed by the last rays of the sun as it dropped behind the 
distant mountain. A  spot of brilliant color in a moun­
tain valley, framed by the deep, rich greeri of aspar­
agus and peony; brilliant colorings contrasting sharply 
with the sombre shadows which are the side of Black 
Knight Mountain. The sunlight seemed reluctant to  
leave the' glads but, as twilight dropped its mantle 
over..the!valley, the lights,of a car windirig its way  
slowly down the switchbacks at the Buttes, flashed 
and disappeared like the friendly warning from 'a 
lighthouse . . . .
“ CAKE MAKERS, frequently plagued with fail­
ure, will achieve, happier results by controlling the 
hydrogen in concentration of their batters,” reads a  
helpful hint in Industrial and Engineering Chemistry 
Probably the chemist who concocted this 
delicate tidbit thought he was being helpful, but 
would it not have been much simplier to have m erdy  
said, “Watch out for the proportion of sodium bi­
carbonate . . . . excuse it please, baking soda . . . . 
to sugar, used in cake batter” . . . . One wonders 
but probably will never know, what passes through the 
thought channels of the chemist, .who, when asked by  
a cpmpliriient-hunting wife, “How do you like my new  
dress, dear?” replies, “It’s all right, sweet, but you  
should have had phenolformaldehyde buttons instead 
of urea-fonrialdehyde, and the color pattern would 
have had more lustre pri ceUulbse acetate than on such 
low grade cuprammonium.” . . . Probably he ranks 
two degrees higher than the absent-minded professor, 
arid one Master pf Science degree above the research­
er who changed his sweetheart because he could not 
stand perfume made from hydroxycitronellal base 
when the company he worked for used phrenylethyl 
alcohol and rhodinol. Perhaps as long as heavy water 
is so expensive and hard to get, there is little likeli­
hood of the technical parent bringing his daughter 
a glass of deuterium oxide in response to the order,
“I want a d’ink a’ water;” . . . . .
and Queen Elizabeth. When their hearts are in it the 
French do such things well; and the very heart and 
soul of France outpoured in tribute to the nation’s 
distinguished and beloved guests.
Church and State outdid each other in formal 
welcome. Republicans, Royalists and all the parties 
in between forgot their differences, and the French 
press, of whatever political or social stripe, joined in 
swelling the note of greeting whose crescendo began 
, as the Royal visitors touched the shores of France. 
It is characteristic of the French people that, no mat- 
^ter what their differences ordinarily, they are united 
when need arises. They are a hospitable people, quick 
to appreciate genuine worth, and they saw in their 
guests a King and Queen worthy of all hbnor. So 
they,came together, voluntarily and with enthusiasm, 
to extend this honor.
As with so many Old World countries, France and 
Britain have been passing through dark hours; but for 
these and other troubled lands the clouds seemed to 
disperse as Britain’s King and Queen clasped hands 
with France’s President and his wife. The French 
people and those other democracies knew that was 
more than a merely formal handshake. It was a seal 
of friendship between two powerful nations with a 
common purpose in the world of today: the preser­
vation of peace.
That is how the visit is interpreted in a French 
republic; and that is what it means to a British de­
mocracy. Behind the huzzas of welcome freedom- 
loving mankind heard a deeper note: the hope that 
the scene in France may carry to the democracies a 
message of encouragement, and to militant dictator-
So the admonition, “Look here, upon this picture, 
and on this,” has fitting application to the troubled 
old world and the happier new, happier even though 
there are heavy burdens to be borne. Contemplation 
of the two pictures will convince Canadians that they 
live in a  favored land; and they should be thankful 
for that privilege.:
F a c e  a n d  F i l ls
The Okanagan has been extremely fortunate thus 
far this season in the matter of forest fires. That we 
have escaped to date does not mean there is no dan­
ger. The whole countryside is tinder dry and just 
waiting for the carelessness or stupidity of one person 
to set it ablaze. Be sure your actions do not start 
a fire.
The Vancouver dailies continue to perpetrate 
blunders that reveal an appalling ignorance of the 
geography of their own province. A  press dispatch 
in the Yancouver Sun of July 21st, under a Kamloops 
date line, concludes with the following paragraph: 
“Meanwhile, fifty other unemployed are at Pen­
ticton, 85 miles south of here. They are expected to 
be joined today by 100 more from Pririceton, 40 miles 
east of Penticton.”
Apparently no effort has been made by the Sun 
editorial staff to correct three glaring errors in this 
dispatch. Penticton is 145 miles .south of Kamloops; 
Princeton is Vrest of Penticton, not east, and the dis­
tance between the two towns is seventy-three miles, 
not forty.
Even in the most democratic countries the struggle 
to maintain democracy can never be relaxed, without 
danger. That is one of the lessons to be learned from 
the dramatic and tense situation which arose in the 
British House of Commons when a private member, 
Mr., Duncan Sandys, asked for the protection of the 
Speaker and the House against the menacing attitude 
adopted toward him by Sir Donald Somervell, the 
Attorney-General, and Mr. Leslie Here Belisha, the 
Minister for War.
It was seen at orice that a first-class issue had been 
raised which demanded the immediate appointment 
of. a Select Committee of the House to examine the 
facts and to consider to what extent the privileges of 
a Member of Parliament exempted him from the pen­
alties of the Official Secrets Act. .
’That Act, when _it was originally passed, was in­
tended to ensure the safety of the State against spies, 
and made it compulsory for any person who had re­
ceived secret information from a servant of the Crown 
to reveal the source of his information. When Mr. 
Sandys gave preliminary written notice to the War 
Minister "of a question he proposed to ask in Parlia­
ment, the latter discovered that the facts indicated in 
the question could only have been arrived at by some 
one who had seen a “secret” plan of defense.
The Attorney-General saw Mr. Sandys, asked him 
to reveal the name of his iriformant, and hinted that 
a refusal to answer might expose him to procedure 
under the Official Secrets Act. After Mr. Sandys had 
made his appeal to the House of Commons, the War, 
Minister'with strange lack of tact made the position 
worse by allowing a military court of inquiry to order 
Mr. Sandys to come and give evidence before it. It 
was at once ruled' that such action was a breach of 
Parliamentary privilege, and the whole question was 
referred to a committee of members representing all 
parties in the House.
The task of the Select Committee was to inquire 
not only into the particular case of Mr. Sandys and 
Minister of the Crown, but into the whole question of 
the applicability of the Official Secrets Act to Members 
of Parliament in the discharge of their Parliamentary 
duties. It had to consider major issues as between the
Executive and Parliament, autarchy and democracy.
The very privileges of the House of Commons for 
which the Parliamentarians had fought the Civil War 
in the time of Charles I appeared once again to be at 
stake. It seemed that an Act which had been passed 
to protect the State against espionage had actually 
been invoked against a Member of Parliament because 
he knew facts which he thought the House of Com­
mons ought to consider. True, it could be pleaded on 
behalf of the Minister of War that there are some of­
ficial secrets whose divulgence would be a danger to 
the country; that it is a crime for an official to* reveal 
them even to a Member of Parliament; and that for a 
Member to publish them through a speech in the 
House is just as dangerous as for a journalist to pub­
lish them in a newspaper.
To this plea there are many replies. The Act is 
all too likely to be used not only to protect the State 
but to protect the Government against justifiable crit­
icism—to hide its own shortcomings. Members of 
Parliament are the proper persons to be informed. 
Moreover the attempt to intimidate members by viel- 
ed hints of imprisonment is a flagrant breach of pre­
rogative, since the House of Commons itself is the 
guardian of its own privileges.
It was perhaps well that this incident occurred in 
so provocative and dramatic a form. This extreme 
case has thrown a flood of light upon the continual 
encroachments pf the executive' upon the legislative 
body, as illustrated in Acts of Parliament which have 
conferred powers on the bureaucracy to interpret—  
and so to make—the law, anil in action recently 
brought against a journalist under this same Official 
Secrets Act. At the time when the democracies find, 
themselves passionately at variance with the doctrines 
of arbitrary rule in the totalitarian States, when it is 
above all things necessary that they should keep their 
own democracy pure, they must be on the alert to 
prevent the introduction of tryanny through the thin 
end of the wedge, gradually, on the sly.
The immediate response to Mr. Sandys’ appeal 
from all parts of the House of Commons, and the 
action so quickly and firmly taken, are welcome proof 
that no executive in Britain will easily whittle away 
the fundamentals of democracy.
r p m
Canada has just escaped that greatest threat to 
peace, a “border incident”. Right on the eve of the 
celebration of a century and a quarter of peace be­
tween Canada and the United States, too! Eight beli- 
cose Quebec cows invaded Maine and were seized by 
the customs patrol of that country. They are now 
back in their own country, but not too soon. The 
Canadian, Legation at Washington, spurred on by the 
biting remarks of that champion of anything from 
Quebec, J. F. Pouliot, M.P., was almost stirred from
its lethargy. But in the meantime, while the legation 
was considering action, the cows thought it was milk­
ing time and headed for home. ’Tis said, though, that 
the owner had to contribute $250.00 to the American 
treasury to get back his cows and what will M. Pou­
liot say to this? A  couple of pages of hanSard likely, 
at the next session. But the cows are hom§. Did the 
bovine intelligentsia think the grass across the border 
looked greener or did they merely adopt this means 
of impressing upon Uncle Sam that the point of Maine 
should not jut so far into Quebec?
EA"YESDROPPED ON a discussion the other day 
. . .  . Didn’t know the discussors well enough to join 
the conversation but was all ears, none the less . . .
, ’The generaL trend of the conversation could be sum­
marized by the ques'tion, “Do you consider trunks fo r  
men and tnmks plus brassieres for women proper' 
beach attire?” . . . .  The group was of ages varied 
enough to provide a fair crossrsection of opinion, so, 
as I have said, I was all ears . . . . The first lady said 
she would answer the question in the affirmative, 
providing they had figures to wear them. “But that 
fat man down there, would look much better in a  
one-piece suit, he is too corpulant for trunks.” I was 
so busy looking the way she pointed that I nearly lost 
the rest of what she said . . . . “ if persons look ciecent 
and are .covered adequately, I see no objection to 
either men or women wearing what they please” . . . .  
and I applauded silently . . .  . One of the men in the 
group objected with, “I  think both men and women 
should wear garments covering them from just above 
the knee to the neckline. T h e r e  is no excuse for 
running around disrobed in public. Tanning matures 
the body more rapidly than nature intended, and 
those young people who stretch out in the sun for 
hours w ill pay for it in later life. The body is like 
an applb in this respect—the one that is exposed to 
the sun matures the fastest and then withers away.” 
. . . .  My mouth dropped Open for I did not believe 
there still lived those who looked with favor on the 
bathing suits used by our grandpanents. I tried to 
see if he were joking a little but, if he was pulling 
the group’s collective leg a little, I would hate to sit 
in a poker game with him . . . .  One of the younger 
\yomen did not object to the trunks and bras from the 
point of view of propriety but thought that they were 
less becoming because they gave the effect of cutting 
the wearer in half. She thought that the gap between 
the two pieces was unnatural . . . . Another was in­
clined to agree with her freim the point of view that 
on the beach every girl wanted to be at her best and 
“that is a hard thing to do v i^th part of your stomach 
exposed.” . . . . A  somewhat similar point of view was 
expressed by the womari who seemed to sum up the 
general opinon of the ^oupl when she said, “I do not 
think men and women have become any worse since 
stockings, long sleeves and full skirts were discarded 
in favor of sensible beach wear. I do think, however, 
that any bathinjg suit should be chosen with regard 
to the figure and age of the person who wears it, just 
as street clothes are. Scanty costumes look fine on 
persons of the right age and figure but they do riot 
look good on persons who are too thin, or fat or too 
old” . . ;  . arid as I looked over the crowd at the beach,
I decided she had put it very nicely. There were smne 
that looked like the proverbial million dollars but 
there ■were some, top, who did not look so well . . . .  
and it was odd, but it was these persons who were 
too thin or top , fat. or too old that made one think 
about . . . .  propriety . . . .
' . - ^
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S™ HAROLD COUSfflS PITCHES, HITS
G O O D J N ^ D B T R I C T  ANDTRACHSTARS
SWEEP SPORTS
Pet.
.700
.08(5 ---------
.400 Early Morning and Evenings Pro- 
duce Best Results Reports Say
Vcrnon’ti ba.scball squad hutiK up il.s 
sixth consecutive win on Sunday, 
wliun it downed the Salmon Ann 
team 0-3 at tiie Poison Park diamond.
Fishing during the daytime for the fi ig  Oyama Day Competitions 
past two weeks has nbt been of the _  . , , . . .
Dominated by Athletes From
BEAVERDELL MINERS TO VICTORY 
OVER RUTTAND IN SLUGGING GAME
T E N N IS  T O U K N E Y  
S E T  F O R  A U G U S T
best, but excellent results ha\'e been 
obtained b.y those who liave tried tiieir 
luck during the early morning and in 
the evening.
At Dee lake llsh up to five pounds
Kelowna Last Thursday
iiooKmottr
; . . on summer heat that almost 
sizzles the telegraph poles. You 
should worry if you're riding
The Continental Limited
because you’ll be cool, quiet 
and comfortable in a soft, reclin­
ing seat, riding in Springtime. 
This train is fully air-conditioned 
—cooled to the right tempera­
ture and degree of humidity—  
insulated against dust, draught 
and noise. Economical travellers 
en route East will enjoy the new 
luxury coaches!
L ea ves  V a n co u ve r  7 .1 5  p .m . d a ily  
f o r  the East. The D IR E C T rou te v ia  
Jasper, E dm onton , Saskatoon.
For information, 
Call or Writ any 
C.N.R. Agent or 
E. H. Harkness, 
Trgffic Represent­
ative, Vernon, B.C.
, V-27-38
Men from Over the Hill Nose Out Farmers by 11-10 Score 
Kelowna track all,Idea and .w in ,- Enter Third Place in South O k ^agan  League
in weight were hauled in la '^wcok- 8ihit)Kt complete .sweej) Play-offs— Rutland Had Big Lead at One Stage
end while some excellent catches annual sports day at Oyama lust ------------^---------—--------------
iho «^ who'^kimwTieh'‘'’S  wit?/mo t^ ^of"^'puL^^^MSfcol In O E A V E R D E L L  Miners nosed theiir way into the play-offs for the
Beigo dam is .said to be very good, Chapin, well-known Kelowna swim- O  1938 season by the scartt naargin of one run in a hectic contest 
with limit catches of good-sized llsh aggregate tro- .^ith Rutland at the Kelowna Park Sunday afternoon. The final
K c  walc. ”^ '  ?core was 11-10 and with this contest Rutiand bowed its way out for 
Mabel lake is said to be a picnicker’s Other cups were won by Kelowna the season, making a much more graceful exit than the results of the 
paradise each week-end. Besides be- crew, which obtained the last two contests on their own home grounds might have led the fans
ing a splendid picnic grounds the yield Fleming cup, and Art Reed exnect
of llsh has been excellent there. for first place in the 220 yards running ' ■ . ,  , _ __________________________ ______________ _
event. The Vernon Nows cup for local Had an Edge in Game  ^ ~
aggregate went to Kathleen McGlad- As u matter of fact, the farmer lads ]l/f A 01/^Q 1W 17\T  A A  ¥\T
W H E N  C H A S E  M E E T S  edge on the^ game up until X x llix lil
CONTEND WITH 
HAZY CONDITIONS
ing 1$ Done, Particularly at 
Five Hundred Yards
E. M.
GrUficate
i m
non, captured the Thomson cup for the seventh, when the Miners got their 
^ 1 1  A o r *  A T* A c r *  yards race. one run lead, and for a time Beaver-
t  . H  A S r .  A  1 I  .H  A N r ,  Nearly every swimming prize of any doll trailed by a live-run margin. It
extent went to Kelowna competitors was not a pitcher’s battle, though Har-
, --------- and a great many of the track events old Cousins uncorked some good
On Wednesday of last week a car as well. Following is a list of the chucking , in the last two innings, to
carrying an Alabama license drew up prize winners: fan four of the seven men who faced _______
to the main street at Chase, B.C. • Track and Field undoubtedly this that ■ . , _ _  _
“Is this the town named Chase?’’ saved the game for the silver diggers Nevertteless Some Good Shoot-
drawled the driver in a soft southern Boys, 18 and under, 100 yards— 1, W. from the Highleuid-Bell. m g i
voice. Andrews, Vernon;'2, W. Turner; 3,*E. The fans got plenty of excitement
“Yes,” answered a bystander. Bedford, Kelowna. for their money, even the few gener-
“Well, my name is Bob Chase and Boys 14 and under, high jump— 1, R. ous souls who put a quarter in the a i, attendance at the weeklv
I come from Chase, Alabama. I didn’t Herbert, Kelowna; 2, J. Panton, Ke- box must have felt well rewarded by sDoon shoot on the Glenmnre rifle
know.there was a town of the same lowna; 3, B. Taylor, Oyama. the heavy slugging and the frequent j-ange on Sunday was reinforced bv
name as ours until I came to Kara- Boys 16 and under, 100 yards.— 1, E. tying of the score’which kept the sqp- ^he presence of two welcome visitors 
j  * U .tv. U 1.T Bedford, Kelowna; 2, B. Jennens, Ke- of both teams on edge, while Vernon, “Billy” Hall and “Billy”
■ to where they are build- jowna; 3, R. Herbert, Kelowna. the large army of nickel customers Beeper. Hazy conditions prevailed, L
ing the new bridge and you will find m j  j  oc j  , r. 8 ot dividends on their investment. „„ flo ^
another Bob C h k  working out in 9 V  “Lofty” Hammond started on the bJee^e of varvfn^
S d e f  Ptle-driver,” said the by- 3  ^ ’j ,  McGladdery, Oyama°’ rd T r^ o u r  S T a  "tl!e g a v f  the" r i t o n ‘'som^ tr^uble'^u'"' ,
win".
chat with Bob Chase, of Chase, B.C. ma; 3, F. Allingham, Oyama. rest of the game, while,Henry Wostra-
_______________________ Girls 14 and under, 50 yards.-l, K. dowski went the whole route for Rut-
THVFF imi pq OF StIRFAGING ^cGladdery, Oyama; 2, D. Stephens, land. A ll three chuckers have dished f h f l S ?  registered scores ir.
t h r e e  imLES OF SURFACING Oyama; 3, R. Pollard, Kelowna. up better ball and all three suffered r  n  1 ^ -fl
Surfacing of three miles of the Boys 18 and under, high jump.— 1, /rom ragged support, wild.heaves be- ^
North Thompson highway, beginning Andrews; 2, Pratt; 3, Bedford, Ke- ing frequent on both teams. . fnr Tii« At-cF a o Vw^ f ^^^^f
at the north end of the traffic bridge lowna. Adolph’s Two-Bagger flrnnnefl f?
at Kamloops, will be started immedi- Boys 12 and under, 50 yards.— 1, K., p ., f 1 +v,ciG xvcjiiii t\tt A or,r,r,iiri Duffg-sn Kelowna- 9 T Turner- p Rutland won the toss and took the shots. G. N. Kennedy ran up 32,
ately, R. H. Carson, M.L.A., announ- Duggan,^Kel^^^^^^ J. Turner, 3, C. first, retiring the miners without. while D. E. McLennan and W. H Hall
Girls 12 and under 50 yards—-I G though H. Cousins and Christie tallied 31 each. ,
Whipple Oyama- 2 K  M c G l a d d ’e r y  ^it safely, but Murray fanned for the' D. McMillan had a near-possible at 
Oyam a;’3 , K. Taylor, Oyama ’ ^he runners dying on the 500 yards, his middle shot, amongst a
Girls’ 18 and under 100 yards — 1 Lags. Andy Kitsch started the game flock of six bulls being an inner. Mc- 
Dot Andison, Kelowna; 2 J Beebe’ for Rutland with a strike-out, but Lennan put on a fifie 33, Rose 32,. J. 
Oyama; 3, D. Stephen ’ Oyania ’ Bach made first on an error by Mur- R. Conway, Hall and Kennedy 31 each,
Bovs’ 10’ and under 25 vards — 1 K Lut was forced at second by Rit- and W. C. Leeper and Mrs. Harmeling
d S h, KeTownaT2 ’r  Gr^^^^^ / o h -  Holi^^ky and Fred Kitsch 30^each
lowna; 3, D. Leckie, Kelowna. "it safely and Adolph Holisky lined The 600 yards distance provided the
Ladies’’ open, 75 yards— 1 Dot An- ® two-base hit to score three run- Usual difficulties, which Rose, Mc- 
dison, Kelowna; 2,, P. Walker Kelow- while a hard drive by Henry Millan and Kennedy battled with suf-
na: 3! B. Trewhitt, Oyama. ’ ~ Wostradowski sent A. Holisky over ficient success to secure 30 each.
Boys and girls 16 and under, bicycle a fourth run. Frank Wostradow- Scores '
obtsacle race.— 1, R. Herbert, Kelow- fanned to retire the side. .
na; 2, T. Locke, Kelowna; 3, Et Tre- score at 200, 500 and 600 yards: G.
M en . - - -  4 -  ^ M S ’. a o J S l  S
tews, Vernon; .a second hit by Adolph e t o n l
3, A. Reed, Glenmore.
Club Championship and Other 
Competitions i^ re Scheduled
For the next few weeks tennis is to 
be an active sport in Kolown.t after 
a lull following the Interior of B.C. 
championslilps. The club tournament 
is to be a big feature for August and 
entries for open and handicap events 
close on Saturday, August 6. It is 
anticipated that a .splendid entry list 
will be forthcoming.
On August 8 and 9, the .seventh an­
nual Annesolcy cup competition will 
be played at the Kelowna tennis 
courts. This is a ladies’ doubles Am ­
erican tournament with the presonf, 
holdcis being Miss Mary Stubbs and 
Mrs. G. A. Matthewson.
Entries for the junior tournament 
at Vernon are numerous from the Ke­
lowna district, including Joyce Haver- 
field, Joan Kcevil, Elspeth Wbillis, 
Poppy Hoy, Dexter Pettigrew. Alan 
France, Dave Chapman. Jack Ham-
rENTIC'l'ON OUT OF FLAY-OIT S
An off-day for Lefty McGuhun 
.s|)cllod doom to Penticton’s chances of 
entering the play-offs in the Interna­
tional baseball league wbieb operates 
from lk;nticton south to Brewster atul 
Bridgeport in Wu.shlngton. Penticton 
lost to Brewster tl-0 /and was out of 
the play-offs thereby.' It is anticipat­
ed that Penticton will be appearing in 
Kelowna for an exhibition game in 
the near future.
inontl, Will Stiell and Harry Gerver.s. 
’This tournament concluded yesterday 
afternoon. 38 entries from al parls of 
the Interior Imving competed. E. L. 
Hodgson was official referee.
Colin Milne had a successful visit 
to Vernon, registering about 60 pupils 
Irom the Vernon club and Country 
club. His next visit was to Salmon 
Ai'in and after that he made a shol-t 
stop at Sorrento before continuing «lo 
Kamloops, where lie is now coaching 
the junior players.- Colin is coaching 
juniors at various Interior points un­
der a joint arrangement between the 
B.C. Lawn Tennis association and the 
Dominion-Provincial physical recrea­
tion department scheme.
Prevent
Better safe sorry
It’s
c6d.
P R O V ID E  A  F U N D
with the
Y O R K SH IR E  SAV IN G S  
& L O A N  
A S SO C IA T IO N
for your children’s 
education !
4% compound interest on all 
monthly deposits.
Y O R K SH IR E  S A V IN G  A N D  L O A N  A SSO C IA T IO N
FOREST
Ever your benefactor
FIRES
B .C . F O R E S T  S E R V IC E
Vernon visitors: W. H. Hall, 3l, 31,
Fishermen to Beaver Lake
B E W A R E  the F O R E S T  F IR E  H A Z A R D
The Management of Beaver Lake lodge requests all fisher­
men who are going fishing in that district to be particularly 
careful of the forest fire hazard, and do not throw lighted 
matches or cigarettes out of their cars.
10-52-1c
Two sighting shots and seven shots
<a. 1 OV.* V # v y X X X X X X X X J W  CX^  * ^ 9 U L-l C
Whitt: pyama; 4. D. Stephens, Oyama. K t e *  Wt'^a do“ a f  1 “ ^ ^ :
Keefe, Vernon: 2, Andre scored on _a second hit by Adolph gg^gg’. ^  McLennan 31 33 26’ 90-
 Hohsky. With the game apparently boiiwav 29 31 "1 ’656^^^1^^
Men’s baseball throw: 1. E. Bedford. ff^ fl  ^ Harmeling,’29, ’30, ’26—85; R. Weeks,'
Kelowna; 2, W. Pratt; 3, G. O’Keefe. . >^^ st of the fourth, every batter on the gg 25 29^80- G W  Hammond 24 
Men’s broad jum p.-l, A. R e e d .  Beaverdell list getting up in this l  Renal^^^^
Glenmore; 2, E. Bedford; 3, W. Har- frame; four hits, two errors, a wild fanidour 19 29 2 3 -H  ’
rison. pitch and sundry bad heaves allowed vanmour, ly, zy, ll.
Ladies’ egg and spoon race.— 3. P. Beaverdell runners to score, ty- 28—90- W  C Leaner 28 20 27 85
Pollard; 2, R Pollard; 3, Mrs. Pollard, the score.. Chrtstie started the Lqqper. 28, 30, 27-85.
all of Kelowna. rally with a long hit which he extend- Weekly Spoon Handicap
Men’s 440 yards open.^ __1, A. Reed; to a three-bagger on a poor throw- D. McMilaln,'29 plus 2, 34 plus 1, 30
2, G. O’Keefe: 3, B. Pratt. ' in, and he scored the miners’ initial plus 5—101 (ineligible, having already
Slow bicycle race.— 1, B. Trewhitf, counter, when Murray sent a long fly won two spoons this season); D. E. 
Oyama; 2, T. Locke. Kelowna; 3, D. to left field. Hammond got a life on McLennan, 31 plus 3, 33 plus 5, 26 
McClennan, Kelowna ’ un error at first, E. Cousins singled, plus 3—101 (winner); (]1. C. Rose, 33
Men’s 226 yards open.— 1, A. Reed; hut Hammond was forced at third on scratch, 32 scratch, 30 plus 2—97; G. ' 
2, W. Andrews: 3, E. Bedford. ’ Day’s grounder. With two out, Bakke N. Kennedy. 32 plus ,1, ,31 plus 1, 30
Boys under 6 yeans, 25 yards.—1, K. came to bat and lined out a double, plus 1—96; Mrs. W; E. Harmeling, 29 
Taylor. Oyama; 2, M.’ Orasuk, Oyarna; scoring E.. Cousins,- and the Rutland plus 1, 30 plus 1, 26 plus 4—91 and L. 
3,. D. Pothecary, Oyama. chucker uncorked a wild pitch to Renals, 27 plus 5, 24 plus 5, 25 plus 5—
score Day. McKinnon got safe at first 91. equal; J. R. Conway, 29 scratch, 31 
Water Sports when his hit to third was thrown scratch, . 26 plus "'4-90; G. W. Ham-
. Boys 12 and under; 25 yards.— l, short to first base., and then Harold mond. 24 plus 3, 29 plus 5, 25 plus 3—
Turner; 2, Duggan, Kelowna; 3, C. Cousins drove in the tying counters 89; F. Vanidour, 19 plus 2, 29 plus 5, 
Maclaren, Oyama.. with a smashing drive to centpe field. 23 plus 5—83.
Boys 16 and under, 50 yards.— 1 ,  M .  Verne Cousins made it three nut with — :— - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - —  - - - - - - - - L _ _ _ _
'Tree, Kelowna; 2, G. .Jennens, Ke- ^  grounder to the pitcher. good batters coming up it looked as
lowna; 3, Rawlin., Kelowna. Rutland batters then proceeded to though Rutland might tie the score
Girls 16 and under. 50 yards.—1. Dot regain the lead, Frank "Wostradowski but Johnny allowed himself* to get
Smith, Kelowna; 2, Alice Wilkinson, starting it off with a hit through the caught trying to steal and F .Kitsch
Kelowna; 3, Edna Barnett, Kelov/na. -pitchers box. Gerein fanned, but and .A. Holisky, overanxious ■ to hit,
Ladies diving.—1, P. Walker, Ke- Andy Kitsch got a walk. Bach popped -wgre fanned by Cousins to end the
lowna; -2, D. Smith, Kelowna; 3, Alice out to the pitcher, but Ritchey then contest.
Thomson, Kelowna. came through with a line • drive* to ' Box Score
32nd A N N U A L
KELOWNA
IN T E R N A T IO N A L
“The Biggest of <>its kind in Canada”— Competitors 
from all over the Pacific Northwest.
A U G U S T  3rd and 4th, 1938
9A4
Kelowna. ■
' Men’s diving.— 1, M. Chapin; 2, J. 
Pan ton; 3, G. Jennens, all Kelowna. 
Ladies 75 yards, open.— 1, A. Thomson. 
2, D. Andison: 3, Noel Deans, all Ke­
lowna.
Cousins at second. \yho made a fine 
running catch for the third out. Nei­
ther side scored in the fifth, but in 
the first half of the sixth Beaverdell 
added two runs to their total on hits
miu
Kelowna.
War canoe race.— 1,
Oyama.
Men’s 100 yards.—1, M. Chapin; 2,
L. Taggert; 3. D. Pettigrew, all Ke- runners 
lowna.
Ladies’ breast stroke.— 1, Dot ,Andi-
Kelowna; 2, and Ritchey drew passes to fill the 
’ bags. John Holisky then came through 
with a long hit to score all three
Lucky Seventh
The seventh was the deciding inn-
son; 2, A. Thomson; 3, E. Barnett, all ing, and proved the “Lucky Seventh” 
Kelowna. for Beaverdell this time. Mu
Men’s back stroke.— 1, ,M. Chapin; safely and Hammond drew a
lowna. ed, but a hit by Day scored the two
------------------------- —^ —  runners, while a second hit .by Bakke
sent Day across with the tying, coun­
ter. McKinnon filed out to the pitcher. 
The third of the series of four team for the second out. Harold Cousins 
shoots for the Bulloch Lade Shield was next to bat and hit his second
Third Bulloch Lade Shoot
next Sunday, July 31st.
Beaverdell A B R H PO A ,E
McKinnon, rf .... 5 1 0 0 0 0
H. Cousins, cf. P, 6 1 3 T 2 0
V. Cousins, c .... 5 0 1 10 0 0
Christie, ss ... ..... 4 1 2 1 3 0
Murray, 3b ........ 5 . 1 1 1 1 2
Hammond, p. cf, 4 1 2 1 1 0
F. Cousins, 2b .... 5 1 1 5 2 0
Day, If .......... ...  5 3 2 0 0 0
Bakke, lb . .... . 5 2 2 8 1 0
Dalton, rf .... .... 1 0 0 0 0 0
45, 11 15 27 io 2
Rutland , AB R H PO A E
A. Kitsch, cf -...  4 ll 0 0 0 - 0
Bach, If ... . ...  4 1 0 2 0 0
Ritchey; rf .......  4 2 1 0 0 0
J. Holisky, 3b .... 5 1 2 1 I 2
F. Kitsch, c ........ 5 2 2 8 0 0
A. Holisky, 2b ...4 1 2 4 0 0
H. Wostradowski 4 0 1 4 2 0
F. Wostradowski 4 1 1 4 2 1
Gerein, ss .... .... 3 1 1 4 1 0
37 10 10 27 6 3
Score by innings: • '•
Beaverdell .........  0 0 0 5 0 2 4 0 0--11
Rutland .............. 4 0 1 2 0 3 0 0 0--10
S U P E R  S P E E D  B O A T  R A C E S
Fast craft from U.S, and B.C. Points
L A U N C H  R A C E S  -  N O V E L T Y  E V E N T S
Exhibition of W ater Skiing and Ski Jumping
TOWER DIVING — SEAPLANE IN NOVELTY STUNTS
thereby winning his own game, an Summary: ’Three base hits, H. Cous- 
unusual feat for a pitcher. Verne ins 2, Christie, J. Holisky: two-base
Cousins fanned for the third out and hits, F. Kitsch, A. Holisky, Ritchey, V.
AHo ask fo r  famous
B U R TO N  t y p e  A le  and SILVER SPRING STOUT
WESTMINSTER BREWERY LTD.
‘ ■ -- — ■ ----------------------- ----------------  . -----------
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
VERNON’S BOXLA GANG TRIMS
SALMON ARM CREW ended the scoring for the rest Cousins: struck out, by Hammond 4,
Manager Stuart Martin’s Vernon la- of the game. by Cousins 6, by Wostradowski 8; hit
crosse gang leaped another hurdle in Both teams played bang-up ball for by pitcher, Bach by Cousins; bases on 
its race for an Interior league playoff the last two innings, and though each balls, off Cousins 4. off Wostradowski 
spot at the Sports Arena Friday night team got a runner on the paths both, 2; hits off Hammond 6 in 3 innings; off 
last, when the members doubled the innings, snappy fiielding .and good Cousins 4 in 6 innings; off Wostradow- 
score on the non-clicking Salmon Arm chucking prevented . any score. The ski 15 in 9 innings; left on bases, Bea- 
squad. The issue was never really last half of the ninth started well for verdell 9,, Rutland 5; wild pitch, Cous­
in doubt after half-time and the locals Rutland, John Holisky getting .safe at ins 1, Wostradowski 2; umpires, Reith ■  
breezed in winners by a 20-10 count, first on an error by Murray. With and |Profosky.
and Diving
Canadian and B.C. Titles at stake.
W E N A T C H E E  Junior Eagles' Drum and Bugle Band 
U.S. National Champions
O M A K  C O W B O Y  B A N D  anfi E N T E R T A IN E R S
K E L O W N A  B O Y S ’ B A N D
G R A N D  F IR E W O R K S  D IS P L A Y
Courtesy Shell Oil Co.
Ro’wing —  W ar Canoes —  Sailing 
B A S E B A L L —  Penticton vs. Kelowna
W I N D - U P  D A N C E  -  T H U R S D A Y  N IG H T
in Aquatic Pavilion
.\.'vvv' *'*t* ■ ■ V'
i s s i N i i f
- m g m m
Houtli Okaiutgaii Monument Worlui 
IIHADSTONKH AND  
MONUMENTS
Imported iitid native i;ranile or 
inai bit' -Sati.sraction /{uarunteod 
at rij;bt prleefi.
Uox 504, U. C.
JOSEPH ROSSI
CONTRACTOR
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - - D. Chapman Barn 
IMiono
U. GUIDI & ORSl
Contractors for 
I'LASTEIIINO, STUCCO nnd 
MASONRY WOItlC * 
Phono 494-U OK 634-L.
KEI.OWNA FUKNITUKE CO. 
LTD.
FUNERAL d ir e c t o r s ! 
Day Phone, 33; Nif'ht, 502 & 791 
KELOW'NA, B. C.
MONUMENTS
1 Sand Blast Lettering
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furnitufb Co.
The 1st Kelowna Troop of 
Boy Scouts recently hiked to 
Little Wliite Mountain and 
close to the summit found a 
little snow-girt mouhtain 
lake. In the top picture a 
group of the lads are seen re­
clining a la Adam in the 
snow beside the lake while 
in the bottom picture one of 
the lads shivers while he 
watches a companion taking 
a hasty dip in the ice-cold 
water.
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING  
Okanagan Manager 
W. F. IRWIN & CO., LTD. 
Phone 469 - - Kelowna, B.C.
HOUSEWIVES.'
YOU CAN HAVE MORE 
LEISURE TIME BY OR­
DERING YOUR CAKES 
FROM US.
Drop in for a delicious cup 
of tea while you are down­
town shopping.
F U M E R T O N * S
July Clearance of
Ladies’
Ready-to-Wear
100 Women’s Printed Crepe Dresses and 
Jacket Dresses - $3.49
Featuring quality crepes with neat patterns on white / (O
or pastel grounds...............................................................
JACKET DRESSES in a grand variety of becoming styles.
-More About-
APPELUNT
RESPONDENT
PHONE 121
FOR OUR 
DRIVER TO CALL
From Page 1, Column 2 
would be handed down by the Privy 
Council within two weeks, but it was 
nearly a month before the decision was 
handed down on Wednesday.
The Privy Council hearing of the 
marketing act case started on June 30, 
continued on July 1 and ended on July 
4, no recognition being taken, of course, 
of the dates of the two Canadian land 
American national holidays. •
Four Main Arguments
The appellant, through Mr. Duifus, 
confined its argument to four main 
points, Mr. Haskins stated, these being 
as. follows:
1. That there are certain clajuses 
in the present Act which are linked 
to the now defunct Dominion mar­
keting act, providing for co-opera­
tion between the dominion and 
provincial marketing boards. Mr. 
Duff us claimed these made the pro­
vincial act ultra vires.
2. That the Legislature has no 
power to delegate to the Lieuten- 
ant-Governor-in-Council authority 
to create boards which in themsel­
ves have power to legislate, by
making regulations under the 
scheme.
3. That the licencing clauses in
the provincial act make the act 
ultra vires because they are indir­
ect taxation. '
4. That the act is ultra vires be­
cause it trespasses on Dominion 
powers to regulate trade and com­
merce, under subsection 2, Section 
91, of the British North America 
Act. I
At the conclusion of the appellant’s j- ■
presentation, their Lordships retired ®' *^^section 13 of secti^ 92, Mr. Farris 
and afterwards informed-Mr. Farris rights”,
that he need not argue on the first two subsection 16, ‘generally all
points, but wished him to proceed with Patters of local or private nature with-
his arguments on the third and fourth r. • r- i,—...............  Members of the Privy Council who
tion of produce.
'Trade and Commerce
There is no interference with the 
Dominion jurisdiction regarding trade 
and commerce, Mr. Farris argued in 
reply to Mr. Duffus’ fourth argument, 
but is a control of marketing and deals 
with matters entirely within the pro­
vince, that is packing, storing, trans­
porting and marketing governed by 
boards within the province. This would 
bring the jurisdiction entirely under 
subsection 13 of section 92, r. Farris
phases. This decision indicated that
they would not agree with Mr. Duffus x®
in his contentions in the first two ar- Lord Chancellor Maugham, Lord Ar­
guments Lord Russell or Killowen, Lord
‘ Thankerton and Lord Macmillan. Lord
Mr. Farris Replies Atkin was one of the Privy Council
 ^On the grounds of licencing, Mr. Far- members, who heard the arguments on. 
ris dealt 'vith three distinct phases, the Dominion marketing act case, which 
In the first instance he argued that the was thrown out. Lord Thankerton was 
licences of the provincial marketing a member on the milk' marketing case, 
boards are pure licences falling within while Lord Macmillan headed the 
subsection 9, section. 92 of the B.N.A. Royal Commissiop into Canada’s bank- 
Act, which gives the provinces juris- ing situation a short time ago.
3^ % 4 "A X 1 T •           •- AVV A a M « _
Sizes 14 to 20 and also women’s sizes. July Clearance
Voile Dresses - $1.98
Keep cool in these summer styles—shown in all the best 
colors. July Clearance ...................................................
Smart Sweaters 98c
Peppy little pullovers in pure wool—all colors and sizes. 
July special .........................................................................
$1.98 
98c
Summer Slacks - $2.95
me or at camp—have at least on< 
Perfectly tailored styles in blues, browns and greys; pair
For comfort at ho e pair.
Ladies’ Summer Coats - $5.95
Beautiful white and pastel shades that 
are “Tops” for any time of-the (PpJ Q C '
' day or night. July special ....
CHILDREN’S AND JUNIOR GIRLS’ SUMMER 
DRESSES -  4 9 c $1.49
Trim little sun-backs—Floral prints, 
assortment of dark and light shades. 
Sizes, 2 to 10, 12 to 16........ ............. .....
rayons, sheers, etc,, in a good
49c “■$1.49
Shorts and slacks-
Girls’ Polo Shirts
-ideal for camp and sports wear- 
July Clearance Sale,
-all included in this
FUMERTON'S
“WHERE CASH BEATS CREDIT’
MRS. D. D. CAMPBELL 
IS LAID TO REST
diction to impose licences.
This subsection is as follows:
“In each province the. legislature 
may excusively make laws in re­
lation to matters coming within the 
classes of subject next hereinafter 
enumerated:
“9. Shop, saloon, tavern, auc­
tioneer and dther licences in order 
to the raising of a revenue for pro­
vincial, local or municipal pur­
pose ■■
Mr. Haskins spoke highly of the pre- ^  r o rr ‘ • -r»
sentation of B.C.’s case by Mr. Wendell Years of Suifering Brought to
Farris, K.C. He worked hard on the Close at Vancouver Hospital
case and had it ably prepared before- ______
hand, Mr. Haskins declared. Mr. Has­
kins’ presence before the Privy Council Over a decade of suffering came to 
was to answer any questions regarding Thursday morning at the Van-
the Fruit Board’s operation, but he was epuver General hospital, Vancouver, 
not called upon to do so, Mr. Farris the' death of Mrs. Sadie Elizabeth 
having by that time a grasp of the Campbell, aged 58, wife of Daniel D. 
situation. Campbell, both well-known Kelowna
----- ^ ^ ^ __ residents from the early days.
Born in Hawksville, Ont., Waterloo 
County, the late Mrs. Campbell came 
to Manitoba with other members of 
the Morrison family, well-known in
iV^ r. Farris then argued that if their FEDERAL GOVT. GRANT TO AID  
Lordships decide that the licences do SKAHA BEACH HOME OWNERS
not fall within thSt subsection 9, and The federal eovernment through q . _
that they are taxes, then he contended grant is prepaSng to orriso  fa ily, ell-k o  i
they are direct tax^s falling within g o L V  s S  lake Kelowna district. She married
Direct taxation within the pro- ^vill be done bv dav labor this morov® ■ to Kelowna.
Vince in order to the raising of a to be spent to ^provide protection Campbell had a pros-
Thh ""van^ P’^ ovincial purposes.” against the damage caused each win- Kelowna at
The Vancouver counsel’s third point ter to the cottages which line the Pendozi and Bernard,
of argument under licencing, was to beach front ^  ®^^ 4 they sold our and moved to
the effect that the impositions were not ' ■ ■________  .' ' ' ■ California, but returned two years
taxes at all, but that they were a ' if You Didn’t Know later to Vancouver, -where Mr. Camp-
charge, somewhat in the nature of a The boundarv between Wvoirfine started in his original trade,
service charge, which is paid by the and Montana i^ m id w irL tw e S i^  1934 that Mr. Campbell re­
producers to the bdards for the regula- Nortff^Pole and the^Equator turned to Kelowna, but his wife re-
GOOD ORCHARD 
FOR SALE
The owner will be leaving this district and has offered his 
very fine property for sale.
35 acres of orchard, mostly 15 years old.
3 acres of grapes.
20 acres approximately in hay and pasture.
Fully modern house, good barn, etc.
Irrigation system all underground piping. To include new 
tractor, sprayer, discs and other implements.
PRICED VERY REASONABLY.
McTAVBH & WHILLB, UMITED
REAL, ESTATE . ' . ' INSURANCE
G UM-DIPPING is a patented
Firestone process not used in any 
other tire. With it every hundred 
pounds of cord fabric absorbs eight 
pounds of rubber and, as a result 
every fibre, every cord and every ply 
m a Firestone tire is coated and 
insulated with pure rubber to counter­
act internal heat and friction— the 
greatest enemy of tire life.
Due to this extra process, jpirestone 
Gum-Dipped Cords have 58% longer 
flexing life. Yet you do not pay one 
cent more for this extra value. And 
you also get 2 Extra Cord Plies under 
the tread and ' the Firestone 
Scientifically Designed Safety Tread.
See the nearest Firestone Dealer today! «aier
Have made arrangements for
KELOWNA DEALERS
Begg Motor Company Limited
Phone 232
FIRESTONE TIRES, TUBES and ACCESSORIES
for Beer in Kelowna of our brands of Beer 
with The Jenkins Co., Ltd.
Empties will be picked up at time of delivery at 
the rate of 25c per dozen.
TELEPHONE 224 FOR THIS SERVICE
D ELIVERY:— 11 and 5 daily, except Saturday; 
Saturday, 1 and 5 p.m.
“•X ' •
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Province of British Columbia.
■ 52-2c
mained in Vancouver where she had 
been bed-ridden for many years.
It was more than ten years ago that 
the late Mrs. Campbell became ill and 
her death on Thursday last was a hap­
py release after many years of suffer­
ing. ,
Besides her husband she leaves a 
daughter, Kathleen, Mrs. Jack De- 
Wolfe, of Vancouver, and a son Mal­
colm, on Vancouver Island; three bro­
thers, Thomas N. and Robert F. Morri­
son, in Kelowna, and Charles H. Mor­
rison, Winnipeg: and one sister, Mrs. 
Fred Davis, also of Kelowna.
The remains were brought to Ke­
lowna on Friday and the funeral ser­
vice was conducted from the First 
United Church on Saturday afternoon 
at 3 o’clock with Rev. F. W. Pattison 
officiating. Interment was in the Ke­
lowna cemetery, the pall-bearers, all 
old-time friends of the deceased and 
her family, being F. J. Willis, G. C. 
McKenzie, H. F. Chapin. W. Lloyd- 
Jones, Percy Harding and Henry 
Burtch. .
BEER YOU 
OANBUY
GARDEN GRAPH
-----
'T teE e .
S L O P E  
Z  IN C H E S  
•PER.
p=x>crr
OP
R i s e
TOO
E X P O R T
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or the Government of British Columbia.
Rip-rap work for tree protection
Many lovely old trees are killed 
every year when roadways and drive­
ways are built. The roots aire often
chopped off so closely that the tree 
starves.
As shown in the Garden-Graph, 
when the driveway cut is made with­
in six feet of the tree, rip-rap stone 
work should be used to protect and 
cover the roots. '
Depending on the height of the rip­
rap work, it should extend back; two 
inches for every foot of-rise. Other­
wise it will not holdup, v
To protect shrubs or:, evergreens 
from the attentions of dogs, spray the 
plants ;with a diluted nicotine sul­
phate spray. The spray is harmless to
plants, but appears to'be very offen­
sive to animals.
I f , it is necessary to thin out or 
trahsplant quite a number of water 
lilies or other plants with their roots 
in the water,' drain off the water as 
completely as possible, allow a few  
days fbr the surface to dry, and then 
the work can be done easily.
Leaf spot on delphiniums which pro­
duces black areas on leaves, buds and 
stems and powdery mildew on the 
leaves, can be counteracted with reg­
ular spraying with Bordeaux mixture.
■■P
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Classified Advertisements YEOLDEENGLISHE PROGRAMME FOR 
VISITING MAYORS
I tA T K H
First twenty-five words, fifty cents; 
iidditionul words one cent each.
- If Copy Is uccoinpanled by cusli or ac­
count 1h paid within two weeks from 
date of issue, a discount of twenty- 
five cents will be made. Thus a 
twenty-five word udverllsement ac­
companied by cash or paid wltliiu 
two weeks costs twenty-live cents.
Minimum charKe, 25 eetits.
'■When it is desired that replies be ad­
dressed to a box at The Courier 
Office, an additional chur/je of ton 
cents is made.
. Each initial and firoup of not more 
than five llKures counts as one word.
• Advertisements for this column should 
be in The Courier Office not later 
than four o’clock on Wednesday 
afternoon.
Victoria To Go More English 
Than the English During the 
Mayoral Meet
Story of Polite Blacl<mail 
Brings Howls from Listeners 
But No Mirth from Mr. Collett
J U L Y 1938
FOR SALE
A'VOID Serious Stomach Trouble withWILDER’S Stomach Powder in 50c 
and $1.00 sizes at Brown’s Pharmacy, 
Kelowna.
SUN MONTUESIWED thuIfr iIsat
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 0 11 1 2 13 14 15 16
17 1 8 19 2 0 2 1 2 2 2 3
G i l 2 5 2 6 2 7 2 8 2 9 3 0 !
A  story t>f “polite blackmail" in its fee for the violation, which his mar- 
IMut brown ale In a large cask, most lurid form is being told this shal “friend’’ in.sisted he should be 
broached in an approijriale manner and wc>tdc by 11. C. S. “Shorty’’ Collett, of taxed.
with the rc(juisite number of church- Kelowna. His hearers convulse them- /vt first Mr. Collett could either pay 
warden pipes goinj; full blast, will be .selves with laughter, but it is no the .$2 or return to the town and face 
the highlight of an Olde Englishe din- laughing mutter to Mr. Collett and the local justice of the peace, stout fel- 
ner party to be given by the civic he boils with righteous indignation, lyvv. But then the man changed his 
worthies of Victoria, publicized us more and rightly so, too. tune and said Mr. Collett could either
English than England herself, on Aug- it .seems that M*'. Collett, in comp- pay the $2 or he should be forced to 
ust 4 at the Empress Hotel, to thirty- u„y with his two daughters, was tra- buy two dunce tickets for the Fourth 
six mayors of the Pacific Northwest veiling to Vancouver via the United of July celebration, 
and Canadian mainland and other dig- states one day recently, it happening Forthwith a great light dawned and 
nitanes fiom those parts. Mayor O. L. to be July 2. In various towns signs the Kelowna traveller saw a violent 
Jones of Kelowna has been invited but of the forthcoming celebrations of the jiho of red. 
it unable to attend. Glorious .Fourth of July could be no
The Idng’s health will be drunk in Uced « rtha  3 n g  p ^ -  , times NO. Mr. Col' '  • was noimng par- lett would not pay any line. He wouldthe decora-Pn'isf hpf'f i'- V". '.I., , w ij U ' iir .. drive on and bo danined to any such. ,’ i'ons hanging out at Sultan, Wash., a nonsense. The marshal assured him
CARD OF THANKS
Fo r  s a l e — ICO aeVes close to theWestbank Ferry wharf. $5 per
'the sort of port that put our ancestors Ucularly unusual about 
nightly under the tables. Roast beef,
York.shire puddiiV and other traditional one-streel town noar Beilina- V„”:---- . , , ,
English dishes will furnish the bill o’ i'am he would only be pick-
Tiiro iSliorrv tnlco  ^ tlio nljicc' of tho ,pulrol OTun cit the ncxl
upstart cocktails. went tripping town. So forsceing the uselessness of
As an inovation in ViHoria’s Annual through the village of Sultan, a arguing with such a base creature, Mr. 
Navy Week this year July HO August whistle blew. He thought it was a Collett turned his car around Jjnd fac-
0 . when ships of the Canadian’and *Im- Vh
pcrial Navies lie in Esquimau Har- ^  i ? passed through. The J.P. happened
bor ' inri s o c ia l  a n d  c i v i c  e - i i l v  is t h e  was overtaken by an irate rnan to hold his coUrt m  a garage, but Mr.
order, the Mayoral dinner?’ Olde^Eng- ''He nothing appropriate
Apply to B. F. Boyce, Kelowna.
Go o d  Business Place forcorner in the best part‘d of town, received from our many friends in Ke-
Mrs. Mettie Hill, Oliver, B.C.
for the whole Pacific Northwest area 
sTzp ioT n r„"n rV a ;co„ ‘;;r"'du;ST^^^^ whiah there will bo no overlapping.
illnes.s and sad bereavement in the
WE BUY, WE SELL all second-hand death of my dear wife. D. D. Campb^cll, furniture. -More About-
Co., Ltd.
O. L. Jones Furniture Kelowna. 
24-tfc
52-1 c
POSITION WANTED FOR RENT
M URSE— Certified obstrctlcal with
■IN two years’ general hospital experi-
HOUSES to rent. Apply E. M. Car- ruthers and Son. Phone 127. 52-lc
LEADING
OKANAGAN
^nce requires position. Box 220, Cour­
ier. 50-t£c
"Y O U N G  man wants job driving truck.
Experienced, with reference. Write 
Box 30, Kelowna, M. Schrader. 52-2p
FOUND
?OUND—Purse with small sum
money. Owner may secure 
Courier Office upon description of con­
tents and payment for this advertise­
ment. 48-tf
Collett, almost 
exploded his 
American hospi-
Sultan, and Mr. Collett assures The tality extended to Canadians, and a 
Courier that the town is not big $2 bill was extracted. Mr. Collett pro­
enough for cross-streets,, so he could ceeded, still ,very wrathy, but not be- 
sec no reason why he should have ing able to give proper vent to his 
stopped. But he new found "friend" pent-up feelings because of the pre­
insisted that the traveller from this, sence of the two girls. If he had had 
great Dominion was wrong. There had a male' companion, Mr. Collett states, 
been a sign across the street. the air would have been blue for
"Well, how in blankety blank blazes- miles around, 
am I supposed to see a stop sign over- At the next town, he stopped at a
 ^ ^  head with all those flags flying," de- garage and enquired of a service man
From Page 1. Column 2 manded the now somewhat irate Mr. the meaning of this strange and un-
of our business we hope that out of Collett. orthodox method of collecting fines,
the past two year’s experience regula- It transpired that there was another He was informed that the town of
tions can be set up, by the Board, un- stop sign on the road, but it turned Sultan had obtained a special ren­
der which we can carry on from year out later of be of a movable type, cession from the county or state, he
to year. handy for such purposes. was not sure which, to collect money
--------  “In other words, let us hope that we The argument became more heated in this manner in order to help finance
Notice is hereby given, under Section can devote more time to selling the and Mr. Collett refused to recognize the Fourth of July celebration.
10 of “The Pound By-Law,’’ that one products-of the Okanagan, and less the presence of any stop sign, or the It is not quite definite, but the grape
time to wondering what’s going to reason for a stop sign, or any reason vine states that Mr. Collett needed 
happen next.” -why he should be forced to pay a $2 smelling salts by this time.
Greatest value in the Privy Council 
decision, upholding the B.C. Market­
ing Act lies in the providing of 
grounds on which to base future plans 
in respect of orderly marketing of ag­
ricultural products, so President Ar-
KELOW NA CITY POUND
POUND SALE
dark chestnut saddle mare branded 
on left shoulder and with white on 
— forehead, will be for sale on Monday, 
of August 1st, 1938, at 2 o’clock, 
at JACK POWICK,
52-lc Poundkeeper.
WESTBANK
NOTICE THE CHURCHES
Y ^ l L L  Mrs. Chown, Secretary of the
"Vancouver branch of the S.P.C.A.. 
please call The Courier. We have in- 
' formation which may be of value to 
i her. 52-lp
TH E  U N ITED  CHURCH OF 
CANADA
ELECT CROWN FRUIT CO. 
OFFICERS
______  I At the annual meeting of the Cro-wn
Fruit Co., held last Thursday evening, 
-  ^ ^  growers are busy packing tom- the following directors were elected:
thur K. Loyd, of the British Colunibia atoes just now; the dry heat of the president, J. R. Beale; vice-president, 
Fruit Growers’ Association, which past month has brought them on rap- l  G. Butler- directors R. G. Berry, B. 
pioneered the „ marketing movement, idly, 
stated Wednesday morning. Review- » * . ♦
ing the decision and its effect. P res - Cubmaster Jack Drought gave the 
ident Loyd said: Cubs a few days camping last week
‘The decision of the judicial com- at the ferry. They could not stay long
Haverfield, O. St. P. Aitkens and 
E. Oliver.
Hm-m!
“Dad, how can guns kick when they
First United, oorner Richter St. and Bernard 
Avenue
mittee of the Privy Council, -which on accoimt of pressing work, but the Bertie.
"Don’t ask absurd questions,” de-
y  PHOLSTERING furniture, loose
covers cut and made. A ll kinds 
> of repairs.. Chesterfields made to order. 
Write or eall, A. E. Homewood, Glen- 
wood Avenue. 52-lp
Summer Minister: Rev. 
Pattispn, M.A.-
P. W.
SUNDAY, JULY 31 
11 a.m.: “Does God Hear?”
7.30 p.m. ‘"The Way to Succeed.”
DR. MATHISON, dentist.Block, telephone 89. Willits’49-tfc
RIBELIN PHOTO -studio for your Ko-
was favorable to the B.C. Marketing boys said they had a wonderful time. ,
Act on all points argued before it, M a n y  thanks are due to Jack Drought clared'his father!
marks a real milestone in the fight, for for his attention to^the boys. “Guns haven’t any legs, have they?”
The United Church Sunday School "Certainly not”  ^ , .
hav?been S r m " d  ^ f t h e  h S S t  “ ' T '
judicial authority in the Empire, as Bay last "Thursday ^temoon. A  large .
within the competence of the Province-
of British Columbia, under the British tune. The -weather was ideal and 
North America Act. the water warm for bathing.
. “From this point, it should be pos­
sible so to direct future activities in
Identifying the Poinsettia Flower 
.The red leaves of the poinsettia are 
♦ * not the real flowers of the plant, but
Miss Eileen Conroy who has been are called the bracts, the leaves from
CH RISTIAN  SCIENCE SOCIETY
Cor. Bernard Ave. and Bertram St.
visiting Mrs. Dave Gellatly returned whose-centre or axil the flowers grow, 
a branch of tj,- orderly marketing that they may home at Vernon on Monday.. The actual flowers of the poinsettia
P
dak finishing. Prompt and efficient rhurch The First Church of the pitfalls, the anxieties and the ]y[jgg Audrey Gellatly went with her are small yellow involucres at the
vice, in before 9 a.m., out at 5 pjm  Scientist' in Boston Massachu- oxasperations that have kept the to spend a few weeks as the guest of centre of the plant..nr-A Uimt,^bc.e^^^^^  ^ mary produ^ ^^ ^^ ^^  years on the verge ---------------------------
day School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third -it would unwise to over-rate the
ser i .
Ask for oiir FREE enlargement card,
33-t£c.
The sympathy of community
held this week.
ROFESSOR Jackson at the Travel- .Wedimsdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 scope of the decision which confirms goes out to Mrs. Mercer and family Miss Clara Butt has arrived honie 
ler’s Cafe will g i v e  o n e  f r e e  h o r o -  P^^-^Keadjng ^Koom c^ pen^  Wed directly and clearly the powers of the whose daughter and sister was killed for a holiday after working for ten
scope each day to party having reading and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m
at or closest to set time which is placed ■ <> ' ....
in a sealed envelope between the hours 
of 2 to 5 and 8 to 11 pan. 52-lp
Fo r  A  SQUARE DEAL in Plumbing,Heating and Sheet Metal Work— 
phone 164 or 659L4.
SCOTT PLUM BING WORKS
Dr. W . F. A N D E R S O N
Announces the opening of ah of­
fice for the practice of medicine 
and surgery in association with
DR. A. S. UNDERHILL
Maclaren Block Kelowna, B.C.
50-3c
K E L O W N A  A Q U A T IC  
A S SO C IA T IO N
RESERVED SEATS
f o r i
GRANDSTAND
on sale at
P.B. WILLITS & CO.
LTD.
Commencing Thursday morning.
provincial legislature. last week in a logging accident. months at Vancouver.
“Its greatest value lies in the pro- * * * * * »
viding of grounds on which to base Mrs. Mounce is visiting her parents Mrs. C. E. Clarke^ returned from a 
future plans. Such plans cannot be Mr. and Mrs. Ira Hewlett, she is ac- visit to Vancouver in time to take 
put into effect without the -wish of a companied by her twin daughters. charge of the W.I. flower show. She 
very large majority of primary pro- * * * was assisted by Mrs. T. B. Reece,
ducers in a given area and it should Miss Velma Currie has returned Many thanks are due to these ladies, 
be the primary object, not only of any home from a visit to her imcle at who spent a -v^y hot morning ar- 
Boards operating under the Market- Salmon Arm. ranging the tables in the hall for the
ing Act, but also of the provincial au- \ show
thorities, which supervise such Boards, Congratulatiims to_ Hemtz Zdralek _ +* 0 + «  .9 .9 - f +
to see that their powers are rightly of Mount Boucherie School who pass- Mrs. Hjerbert Stafford and infant 
ggj ed his entrance examination. Hemtz son are staying with her parents
“It would be easy for those advooat- is also a nursery man of some ability Mr.^and Mrs. T. B. Reece while Mrs. 
ine orderly marketing to rejoice over and flowers grown from his stock won Stafford is convalescing from an op- 
their opponents when, after so many first places at the W .I. flower show eration for apendicitis.
dissappointments, they .meet with sue- ------ - .  ^ ---- ----------—— --------- -^----- —
cess at last; but. I am sure that this
Get a copy of 
Prize List
1938
INTERIOR
PROVINCIAL
EXHIBITION
to be held at
ARMSTRONG, B.C.
12th to 15th SEPTEM BE R
Bhildings and grounds being en­
larged and remodeled to provide 
greater accommodation for in- 
creased^.exhibits and the public. 
Plan yoiir,..exhibits now. Get a 
copy of Prizh List at KELOW NA  
COURIER offijQe or write to
MAT HASSEN
Manager, Armstrong B.C.
 ^ 52-3C
This advertisement is not pub­
lished or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Govern- 
inontiof. Britislii Columbia. .
will not be the case.
“The advocates of primary produc­
er control are far more concerned 
with making the plans work 'for the 
benefit of all than in achieving any 
legal victory.
“The next step should be a general 
stock-taking to ensure that only the 
most sane, economical and equitable 
methods be used to implement the 
powers thus confirmed.”
The next steps will be approaches 
to the governments of the three prair- Dear Mr. Jarnes:
ie provinces by their own primary- I may say that I am greatly .interest- 
producers with a view to urging these ed in your project, for one reason, be- 
governments to pass legislation par- cause I believe that your Association 
allel to that initiated in and tested can do much to improve the welfare 
out by British Columbia. Marching of the Canadian .people by the inflii- 
with these approaches will be an ap- ence it has in moulding public opinion, 
plication to the dominion government. The hard times of recent years have 
through the Canadian Chamber of Ag- led to a great deal of misunderstand- 
riculture and through .provincial or- ing and, in turn, have spread some 
ganizations which are members of the dangerous philosophies which have in- 
Chamber, to enact marketing legisla- terfered with the natural process of 
tion implementing that already effec- economic recovery. In my opinion we 
tive in British Columbia, Ontario, need for the. completion of this re- 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick for covery not only a return to good crop 
the purpose of controlling interpro- conditions in the Prairie Provinces, 
vincial trade in and export of prim- but also strong resistance against the 
ary agricultural products. radical ideas which ha-ve become all
Provincial marketing acts, like that too prevalent in the past sdven or 
of British Columbia, control market- eight years. So long as a spirit of in- 
ing within a province, according to the dependence and a belief in democratic 
British North America Act, so the policies and methods obtain through- 
Privy Council rules, but inter-prov- out rural Canada, we are in no ser- 
incial and export trade still remain a ious danger of taking such desperate 
federal function. measures as. have been introduced in
The three prairie governments have certain other countries, partly to re- 
intimated to the Western .Agricultural lieve economic distress, and partly, to 
Conference, which is composed of satisfy the dictatorial aims and am- 
r Canadian . Chamber of Agriculture bitions of men who consider them- 
provincial units, that they would be selves superhuman, 
prepared to pass similar legislation to At present I can think of nothing 
■ that of British Columbia if the latter more im'portaht than that the tradi- 
i.£ l^islatioii were sustained by the Pri- tional independence and democratic 
'' v^r (Council. beliefs of
ik/< -Rr
M A K I N G CA N A D A
A  B e t t e r  P l a c e  in  W h i c h  t o  L i v e  a n d  W o r k
A  Series of Letters from Distinguished Canadians on 'Vital Problems 
Affecting the Future Welfare of Canada
Specially Written for Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association;
WBWIWW
3 l  A r m  A m
PICKLING
VINEGAR
HEINZ WHITE
90c
PURE OKANAGAN CIDER
REAL ENGUSH
90c
per gal. g g , .
M A L T ;  
per gal
GOOD VINEGAR -  GOOD PICKLES
WE
FEATURE
PICNIC
AND
CAMPER’S
SUPPUES
ORDERS
PACKED
WITH
CARE
JIFFY M EAT BALLS;
J ’^s, • per tin ........... .
LUNCH  M EAT LOAF;
J ’^s, per tin .............
lOc
15c
JIFFY DINNER;
, I ’s, per tin ...
PILCHARDS;
I ’s, per tin
15c
1 0 c
MANDARIN ORANGES
FO R  SA LA D S
fortins 25c
OUf
ORDER BY 
PHONE
G r o c e r y
PHONES-  30-31REGULAR  DELIVERIES PROMPTSERVICE
A L L  
W H IT E  
H E L P S N O W -
A L L ; ■ 
W H IT E  
H E L P
DEUCATESSEN AND RESTAURANT
O F  K E L O W N A — N E X T  T O  G O V E R N M E N T  O FF IC E  
Wish to announce that -we will be open for business
August 1st, 1938. ■
OUR DEUCATESSEN DEPARTMENT
W ill have a full line of roast meats, lunch meats, imported 
and domestic cheese, roasted fowls, meats, pies and salads.
OUR LUNCH COUNT'ER
Will have a wonderful assortnient of foods to choose from 
at very reasonable prices.
OUR DINING ROOM
Is a place you will be proud to entertain your friends in. 
Full course meals served a-la-carte.
DANCING IN THE EVENINGS 
OPEM AJLL night
MR. & MRS. J. W. MYERS -  OWNERS
BENEFIT OF PRAYER 
IS DESCRIBED BY 
REV. F. W. PATTISON
said at the evening service. To have 
recreation is really to re-create one­
self or become refreshed. Pleasure is 
a necessary part of life and there are 
numerous kinds, beneficial as well as 
hurtful, he said. _
A  wrong attitude towards pleasur­
able pastimes is Jield by many people. 
First United Ghuroh Hears How but fortunately a more reasonable one
Common Prayer Can Build compared to the
" dogmatic one prevalent in earlier timr-
Character and Help Every Day es. Anything that was enjoyed was
______  believed by narrow-minded persons to
L  , . , , . ■ T.X be wrong as even laughing, jesting,
Character is not taught, it is caught, singing other than hymns, which
Rev. F. W. Pattison, M.A., told the harmless actions were prohibited in
United Cliin*ch congregation Sunday Jess enlightened days.
morning, July'<.24, and he advocated It a person feels worse mentally or
prayer as an aid in building character, physically as a result of sorrie pleasure
,.,1+9, Cf„;9 it been hurtful. If he feels hePrayer is communion with God
H. LO G AN
B.C.F.G.A., the B.C. Fruit maintained 
B o a l r d t h e  B.C. Chamber of Ag- Association 
ricUlturv ,liaVe communicated by wire great deal : 
withKthh ■'Canadian Chamber of Agri- strengthen, these beliefs.
iii„ii — ---------- , • culture'ra^d,fits provincial members I should welcome the opportunity of
C l G C S n S  D l F t y  H C IW O S  pressing f01^ immediate and vigorous discussing this matter further with
action along'-^^i^^lnM indicated. you. Perhaps you could find it con-
comparable to a person talking to a ^
friend, and the benefits resulting are 
renewW- power and assurarice which
are genuine aids to building character. were - proper pleasures^- ,
Abraham Lincoln, during ■ his ard- Ghnst took pleasure ; in ■ sailing on 
uous term ■ of presidency, often re - -the lake, strolling in gardens, walking 
treated to a bare room in the White tp rhountain tops and other  ^recrea- 
House in Washington, and prayed for tions. It is not hard, Mr, Pattison be-
-^ -■ -p leasu re  
believed 
activity 
person
Mildred '^dihe of Glenmore
Past President, The Cana- from prayer.
dian Bankers Association. How one feels the morning after Miss . . ■ ^
President, Canadian Bank tells what type of recreation was in- sang, Spirit of God by W. H. Weid- 
of Commerce. dulged: in previously, Mr’., Pattison linger.
h
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Picking Bags
and
Picking Ladders
Our make of ladder is noted for its 
strength although very light in weight
BOX MAKERS!
If you need a new hatchet we recommend the finest made-
T H E  “C O L L IN S ”
Agents for
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT^
KELOWNA GROWERS' EXCHANGE
F roo  C ity  D e liv e ry  T h e  H ouse  o f Serv ice  and  Q u a lity  Ph on e  29
RlfllAND GOVERNMENT SUGGESTS TEN-YEAR
TTif homo of Mrs. C. L, Grantor was 
th(! scone of a very pleasant alTair on 
Monday afternoon of last week, where 
the many friend.s of Mr.s. G. Fletcher 
/;atlu'r('d to honoi' h<-r on hei- 73rd 
birthday. Mrs. Ford i)resented Mr.s. 
Fletcher with a coral and onyx rln/; 
as a token of the esti-em in which she 
held by her friends and associates
DEBENTURE TO COVER PEACHIAND’S 
PROPOSED SCHOOL IMPROVEMENTS
JS .... . ......... ........................
of the women's association. Tea was Department Feels Twenty Years 
served o»i the lawn. Mr.s C. W. Cope ^oo Long— Lads Tear Plank 
of Kelowna and Mrs. S. Dudgeon pre- ^  ”
sicl(!d at the tea table A  pleasant  ^ lom J. lumc
social time was si)cnt by all.
♦ * Approval of the new Peachland ex-
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ford left on penditure of $5,204 for im|)rovements 
Thursday by Greyhound for Chehalls, to the school was given by E. II
S c o u t  C o m m iss io n e r 's  
C o rn e r
Wash., where they will visit relations. Bridgman, department of municipal
• • • alTairs, but ho disa,;reed with the term O^canagan North 1 wish to
Mi.ss Elsie Smith and Tliomas Butler of the debenture beine for twentv to Mis. Jones-Evans and her
who Jiave been visilin/^ at the home years *‘It is imnerative ” he said in family our most heart-felt syin-
„( Mr. and Mrs. A. 15 Hnrrl.on, Ictl f S , . . .  J L o iv T b y  M u id d U r c l . i ;  '’ ‘ “. r * ' ' ’''
heir homes in Vancouver last c. C. Inglis, “that no debentures n ^
should be issued for a longer period ’^ ‘'v id -ou r brother Scout.
for t ei
week.
Mr.
little
r. and Mrs. Stanley Howes and id Ay m  ^ notes jilans are being made
> daughter are visiting relatives in V, suggested tliat losoiitalion of tlie scouts fre
district. They arrived bv car from ^ should be spread  ^over a ton year the 1st E.a.Kt Kelown.nthe y T e
Vnnrni.vor on .c5r.ti.rrf.nv ponod and would then iccoive tlie
writing these 
for a rep- 
_ :om his own 
troop, the 1st East Kelowna, and from
Vancouver on ^turday. t ? : ; r r p a S e M  i;;"munl-
Mr. Robert Ritchie left on Friday, dpal^ MTairs. __ . . .  do him our Ffnarilonors^"
F O R  S A L E
At a very low figure, splendid home situated on 
Harvey Avenue, in excellent condition both inside 
and out, contains on the ground floor, entrance 
hall,, living room with open fireplace, dining room, 
kitchen, pantry, small hall at side entrance, lav­
atory and wash basin. Upstairs, 5 bedrooms, bath­
room and separate lavatory and wash basin, large 
lifien cupboard. Basement and hot water heating. 
Garage, stable, woodshed, chicken house. Size of 
Lot, 142 X 305, 22 bearing fruit trees.
Any reasonable offer will be considered.
Apply
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO.
Phone 98 Kelowna, B.C. Phone 332 
51-4C
via K.V.R. for the coast on business Details of the new work being un- n-.vid w'.« >. h.-firid ..'nrf Vni,..i»nrf inrf 
connected with the building of the ^*“1 Peachland school intense tove of \he out-oL
new school addition. boatd. if the by-law passes, include Joniv 'mrf iho rf.'«i.-!nt K- m..nh lUo
* - * $570 for a now roof, $1,230 for new „ °  fn. nil n,- ^  u- i r
Mrs. W. McDonald left for Vancou- sanitary arrangements with new cc- u°? 
vor last week. She accompanied Mr. riient doors in the basement, $1,227 for J H o n i e
and Mrs. Joe Schneider who went by two coats of stucco for the outside, there is No Cause for
car. new front doors and latches $50, three m i ^ , ^ We would also like to expre.ss ournew doors for class rooms-BSO iviintiru' ouia also like to expre.ss our
Residents of the district extend their of exterior woodwork $159, kalsomining S l a n S
sincere sympathy to Mr. and Mrs.- ‘ - -------------- and uaintine four class rooms l;25li' ivimanas. Mr. George Mug-
laying new floors in the classrom'tis 
of the family in the loss of their little ^uu below the No 1 flnnr!n.t SU'l-
daughter Noreen Margaret, aged seven $528 patchinc and renairine broken Attention is drawn to the account 
years, who passed away in , the Kelow- S e r  ?n S o o m i  $2^ Kclownas’ recent hike to
na hospital on Friday morning. The pL ,?  o L  vrftl^crn iS^e^ kittle White Mountain from the pen
funeral service which was conducted casing $1 050 total $5^04 A  crant for Scoutmaster Nigel Pooley. We are 
by Rev. A. C. Pound was held from t S  is antiShia^d gl«d to know lihat the
Day’s funeral parlors on Sunday and government to make .>6^  300 growth is coming along so nicely
was largely attended by friends and whMo «qnn in c.^ hr.r.1 +,.. ^4’ ' ^her the teiTible forest lire of a few
noiBhbo?s. M an, and beauldul were sa f o f l h e  ’ '‘'os® "  “= were there
the flowers. Interment took place at ,S r» 't i ann ^ t h e  lire like to keep a mentalaivc f l fiOO mnlin^^ 
the Kelowna cemetery. Patrol leaders „„ .1.0 cn-i vnioorf k ^ '  Picture of the beautiful scenery which
^y . we saw. not only from the Look-outand seconds of the 1st Rutland Troop " m n i
of Bpy Scouts acted as pall-bearers. P y ^  Station on the summit, but around
* '*' * Two local larfc who chniiirf havo Crawford Lake as w^ll, where we
Mrs. Kenneth Macaskill of Vernon known better had a Sunday afternoon cam.Ped in 1927. This was the lake
S r " S V r l ‘ ''c :.rS r? „^ / r ';
A  number of teen age people held ^rom the dam at the head of the in- hoirf
beach party at Boyce’s beach on f^he and floated a raft doAvn the ditch. E.C.W.
Wednesday evening last. After I tiring of their play the raft was 
• • left in the ditch, and when Water
Mr. Ernest Gibson accompanied by Bailiff Neal Evans arrived on the 
Bill Granger and Bob Hardie left by scene Monday morning to start his 
car for Seattle on Tuesday morning, rounds, he found the water backed up
K E E P
EX C E SSIVE  SUM M ER  H E A T  or W IN T E R  COLD!
SANITARY, FIREPROOF INSUIATION
is available at a price anyone can afford. 
Inquire about the well-tested brands:
G YPR O C W O O L  —  IN S U L E X  —  Z O N O L IT E
W m : H A U G  m .  S O N
Your Insulation Specialists 
Builders’ Supplies Brick Manufacturers Coal
GLENMORE
behind the raft and. just leaping over 
the edge. Another few minutes would 
have seen the water rushing over the 
side to wash out the ditch
MISSION HOLDS 
SUCCESFUL DANCE
A  dance was held in the community 
— ^ vwi, m u mii which Hall in the Mission last Friday night,
would have been very serious through July 22, the proceeds going to the re- 
Eng., this hot weather. cently organized Mission Aces orches-
Chairman L. B. Fulks of the Peach- tra for music and equipment; about
Miss Tinock of Cheltenham,
left on Sunday last, after being a v^uamn j_i. jb. j? i i n l a p  
guest at the home of, Mr. A. Kennedy land Irrigation district states that this ninety persons were on hand for an 
for the past ten days. is not the first complaint of children enjoyable evening, arid the supper was
, ,  TD n. i  * * .c " interfering wih the irrigation ditch, in the charge of Mrs. Sarsons and Mrs.
^ m •. across from the and he is asking for, the co-operation J- Thompson. Novel lighting effects
which was recently vacated of parents in keeping the children were obtained by the use of a revol- 
by Mr. Seeley is undergoing extensive away from the ditches. ' ving reflector on the central lights
alterations. . ■ * * * during the dancing.
T\/r J T,/r T . Installing Pipe Line * * *
Bailey and little With J. Silver in charge of opera- Growers have been kept pretty busj’- 
daughter Buth, returned on Tuesday tions. work started on Thursday morn- lately with second brood spray for
camping for a few ing to instal the new 12-inch line from codling moth, and in some cases may 
aays at ir'iiiar laxe^  ^ the junction of the domestic water apply still another spray; local apri-
Miss Mildred Hume was a soloist at to the power house. Excep- cots began, to come in. last week, and
the service in the United church oh ^  been taken by engineers to are ripening fast in the hot weather.
Sunday evening last tne loss of \yater power through leaks South Okanagan Mission are drawing
* ■' in this portion of the line above ths
Miss May Watson of Vancouver is Power house, while it has so caused 
spending her holidays at the home of P°wer to the plant,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Wat- Th.ircrf-,-,, +K,,
son, and other relatives here.
their storage from Fraser Lake.
oc' wx, jjuwci' L(j cn^ . piHiix. . , H, ,C. S. Coll0tt i*€tui'xiGd Isst
On Thursday the domestic water a holiday spent at Camp-
— _.cc .t—, XI-- j_ , .. bell. River and Penask Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Mallam returned Sa-
M  • U  y  i J  ^  1 ,  C  ®  M ,  fW I ' W
m m m
S o lid  08 the 
C on tin en t
AMEMCAM
H E A D  O FFICE—
Toronto, Canada
AiLi. ip n o r r r s  if® n  f ® S ewiroaB^EEs
LIF
CLO TH ES OF R E F IN E M E N T ”
was turned off for the day while the
' ’olve on the old domestic water line ni/r,. , ht n x j o
Bruce Moubray has just recovered was taken out, welded and put in just +„rrfa 
from a case of chicken pox. , , ; this side of the metion of the S  S e  *  ^ ^  ^ at Beayer
* * 14 x X . 1 mestic water line and the power ' ,  • ,
Mrs. Edwin Snowsell entertained house line This will pnsnro +Tint in Tx/no^  t u- «  u  ■ jover twentv ladies artrf tiiris at q rfo f x ^  . ‘‘'v  ensure that in Miss J. Haverfield accompanied by
lightful tea in the Roval a L ^  Juffire the whole line need not be tur- Miss Pat Watson of Victoria left on
Thursday last in honor of'M rs TvriT repairs or work to the on Saturday for Oyama, where they
Jones aJd her daSfih^^^^ Lights were off for were guests of Mrs. Prickard over the
who are guests at the Snowsell Keme’ ^^lursday, but a temporary week-end. Miss Haverfield is com-
* « * ■ up was i^^de for Friday,- Satur- peting this week in the tennis tourna-
Thinning is practically finished and Sunday, and wherever ment at the Country Club in Vernon,
box making seems to be the order of x connection will be Miss Watson left for her home at, the
the day in some orchards, while'from , to give electric light while the Coast early this week, 
others some early» apples are being is being done.  ^ ; * * *
taken, into town ® x. *.,,* .* Congratulations to, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
, ■ Mr. and Mrs.^ Eric Nourse of Van- Goldsmith on the birth of a daughter
 ^  ^ couver left on Sunday for their home recently.
after spending a holiday at the home » * *
off Mr. Nourse’s parents Mr. and Mrs. ^iss K. Haverfield returned last Mon- 
R. Nourse at the Edgewater Inn. day from Naramata where she has
, ,,• TT * • * * , of C. C. AikensMiss Una Morrison of Kelowna has for several days, 
taken a position in the employ of H. ♦
Carter at the Pine Tree Cafe. Miss Essie Walker and Mr. Bunty
TXT * Walker left on Tuesday 19th, after
Mrs. Clarence Bain IS a visitor from spending their holidays here at the 
Ontario at the home of her husband’s home of their parents Mr and Mrs 
parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bain. W. D. Walker.
Miss Sheila Hampsbn of Kelowna  ^  ^ ^
spent a few days as the guest of Mrs. REVELSTOKE M AIL CARRIER 
M. Mackintosh of the Trepaniar Auto —
Camp last week.
* * ♦
No Lunch ;
“Let me off quick, conductor!”
“Why, what’s the matter?”
“I thought this was a lunch wagon.”
N O W  OFFERS
E x t r a  P a n t s  F r e e
Many of you know what ther Leishman Label 
means to the superior quality and workman­
ship of your tailored-tp-measure suit. Well 
-known as “Makers of the best tailored gar­
ments for. Men.” .
The most outstanding values ever offered by Leishman.
Y o u  S a v e  from  $ 1 0 .0 0  to  $ 1 9 .5 0 '
$ 3 5 .0 0 , $ 3 9 . 5 0 , $ 4 7 . 5 0 . ^ "0  “P-
TH IS  OFFER  EX PIR ES  A U G U S T  20th 
Be sure of a perfect fit and get your suit from
N e l s o n  G .  B o a k e
'^ 'O U R  SU IT  SPE C IA L IS T ’ - 220A Bernard
FOR SALE
FOR SA I F___  C A D D ER  A V E N U E  at a very
^ reduced price offering a wonderful
bargain on a fully modern residence containing living room 
with open fire place and hardwood floor, 3 bedrooms, dining 
room, kitchen, bathroom, sleeping porch and glassed-in sun 
porch, basement and furnace, garage, 1  CfA.OO
woodshed and good garden. PRICE
FOR Q A I p New Stucco Bungalow at Okana-
1 W l \  gan Mission, situated on the lake-
shore, convenient, to store, school and church. Contains 
two bedrooms, living room, bathroom, wide verandahs, 
kitchen, electric light, dpmcstic water. Large lot, 125 ft. 
by 350 ft. Immediate possession.
For further particulars apply Real Estate Department.
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO. LTD.
Fhono 98 Phone 332
9t 'Peufs to
Unquestionably, the best value 
for your money— Our lumber 
is well seasoned zind. expertly 
machined.
SPECIALS WHILE THE STOCK LASTS
No. 2 Comrnon Fir 2 x 4 and 2 x 6  Dressed 4 Cf O H
Sides, in lengths from 10 to 20 feet, per M ....
No .^2 Common Shiplap in Fir, Spruce, Pine or Cedar. Your 
choice while it lasts. Randem lengths,
per M ..
Stained Pine Boards, all widths and lengths. (C-g J A A  
Real value . .. ............... ........... ............... < D X 4 * ™
N E T  PRICES —  NO  SALES T A X  TO  BE  AD D ED .
Phone your orders.
S. M. SIMPSON LIMITED
Q U A L I T Y  L U n U B E R  and B U IL D E R S ’ S U P P L IE S  
P H O N E S ; G en era l O ffice  312 M ill  O ffice  313
HAS W ONDERFUL RECORD
About to commence his 25th year 
as mail carrier into the farthest reach-I Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cowan of Ross- iccii;ii-
I land motored in on Sunday and are the Big Bend country, Ole Wes-
' thd guesis of Mr. and Mrs. T. Red- *^?^ t)erg, of Reyelstoke, looks back on 
stone. ■ ^ record that in all likelihood has no
* * * equal in the Canadian postal depart-
R. Nourse left on Friday for a trip ment. During the time he has sup- 
to Prairie points. plied miners, trappers, a few odd far-
-n, ^ .  * *  * mars and others, Westerberg has tra-
• Saturday veiled 35,000 miles on foot ir) the heat
night s Greyhound for Barkerville to of the summer, through fire infested 
be with his father Leo Bedford. regions, in the dead of winter in bliz-
-  J -
, a d IS recovering rap- than a couple of days late in reaching 
•* o * either end of his 75-mile mail route.
©  Beer or buccaneer . . . among thej 
one, and only one, can lead.
Rev. F. A. Fyfe of Duck Lake, Sask., 
i.s a guest at the home of his sister 
and brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs. E. 
Hunt. ,
LOSS ALM OST A LL  PERSONAL  
PROPERTY IN DISASTROUS FIRE
Fire, which completely destroyed 
the house occupied by Tom and Hugh 
Cox, at Vernon, early Friday morning, 
also burned almost all their personal 
property and left the two families of 
approximately 18 persons, homeless. 
■There are 14 children in the two fam­
ilies and as the older ones . were 
sleeping upstairs, where the fire start­
ed, they were the ones to suffer the 
most. ’Two of them escaped with-the 
clothes they were wearing and no­
thing more. The younger children, 
who were sleeping downstairs, lost 
less than the others and therefore
•afheir plight is not so bad.
Cotton is being used experimentally 
in 24 states in constructing bitumihous 
roads.
We have a good supply on hand 
— be wise and get in your next 
winter’s requirements ahd avoid 
the risk of having to accept wet 
fuel.
F IR  or P IN E  
SLABS, 3 ricks .. $4 .0 0
D R Y  BO X  G U T T IN G S—
D o u b le  L o a d  .......... .....
S in g le  L o a d  .......... .........
S.M.
PHONES—Mill
GeneraLOfi0^;*312
In interior British Columbia O tD ^^G O LD  
Lager is a born leader. It/ ancestry is 
b c ^ n d  question, for behitid every bottle 
of O L D  G O L D  lies t^e envied reputa­
tion of a pioneer b>;ii^wery long famous 
for the excellehceydf its beers.
Try a carton/^ O L D  G O L D  today. 
Enjoy its Tin,«, itidividual flavor, its added  
zestfulrb^ss, it '  ' '' '
. . .jo'lld know TTi 
CqI’umbians insist
/ Also Brewers and Bottlers of
R O Y A L  E X P O R T  BEER
j i u
PRINCETON/
BR EW ING  C O .ITD
mff:
Control Board or by the Government of-British Columbia.
j ’ay is "the fr#‘*
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KEOWNA SCOUTS HAVE SIWWBAU ■ f i 'S J ,  
nCHT DURING HIKE TO irn iE  WHITE
list of the nurnes of tlie scouts on that 
First Kelowna Troop Enjoys Ex- hike. Only three members of this 
pcricncc— Swim in Snow-fed yo'urs Little White liike were on the 
M o i i n t ' i i n  T - ik c jjjjjj none of them were members of 
the troop. Mr. Cameron, Lindsey Cross 
mid July was g jyj o„iy ones pre-
1st Kelowna . . ,
Art Donner Displays 
Ability With Rifle 
Shoot
Unusual 
at Trap
On a tour clear acro.ss the Dominion, 
Art Donner, crack rille shot, enter­
tained a larye number of interested 
spectators at the trap siioots in Kel­
owna on Wednesday eveninji of last 
week with an exhibitioji of expert 
markmansliip seldom equalled in this 
Valley.
For his exhibition he used various 
callbro ammunition and proceeded to 
toss cans of tomatoes and bits of coal
Plastered corners withstand hard knocks 
if properly reinforced widi Pedlar’s 
Corner Bead. We make this material in 
various types for all plastering purposes.
Write for samples and Prices
The PEDLAR PEOPLE Limited
860 Beach A v e ., Vancouver
P E D L A R IZ E  “A L L  C O R N E R S  B E F O R E  P L A S T E R L H C
A snowball llfilit in
the highlight of the i i 1VCIUW..U previous
Scouts annual hike whlcii this ycai adventurous expedition via Canyon 
took them to Little White Mountain. ^  new list of names was cork-
Alistalr Cameron, who for moie virith tlie old und the bottle re-
than twenty years has taken the planted
Scouts on their overnight hike acted portable radio receivim- and
‘lu transmi]Ltlng set soon developed into i  ^ u i j  i jn shed the pack horses Mr. Cameron „ attraction. Ly means of these brlckettes into the air and explode
did the job in stylo and brought along portable radios the forestry lookout into myriads of pieces. His best
an a.ssistant guide and horse wrangler ^alk to each otlier from peak to trick was to toss a small piece of wood
in the person of Lindsey Cross. Lind- noak and live in n little world of thcHr *uto the air, break it into several ple-
sey proved a grade A diamond hitcli own. At ten minutes to seven Mr. hit two of the jiieces before
Waldy turned on his receiver for the they touched the ^afth. 
first morning substation report from Later he moved to the traps and 
B.X. mountain behind Vernon. The further exhibitions of his skill as
scouts could hear B.X. mountain call- expert marksman, 
ing Revelstokc mountain, Tutt moun
thrower and the packs hung on like 
hot cukes all the way up and down.
An old logging camp about three 
miles beyond Crawford’s sawmill ser­
ved as a base camp for the trip. Ten
nh.
S A M E  F IN E  
Q U A L IT Y
B Y  T M B
o\
P  I L  S  E  N  E
JProudly maintaining the 
•ame fine Quality that won 
two first prlx,es at the 
British Empire Brewers 
Exposition^ 1936.
v a n c o b v e B  b r e w e r i e s
U M IT E D
on
versatility of modern radio was fur­
ther improved upon by Mr. Waldy 
pointing out some of the peaks as the 
voice’ of their lookout man came over 
the air. There was Baldy mountain
mountain trail. A  sign reading “Five behind us at Penticton, there was B.X. 
miles to Little White Mountain, at  ^ -
this point confirmed any doubt as to 
whether this was the real trail or not.
fHIS ADVERTISEMENT IS NOT PUBLISHED OR DISPLAYED BY THE LIQUOR CONTfMA 
BOARD OR BY THE GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
T H E A T R E
K E L O W N A
mountain sixty miles away behind 
Vernon and beyond that, 100 miles 
 ^ , j. , , , away, hidden in the haze, Revelstoke
At 11.30 we stopped for lunch and mountain, and so on.
Were on. the Trail 1^ 1 p.m. The eight o’clock the main station at
trail rose steadily throi^h open coun- Kamloops came in. It could be heard 
^y  ™3jle by the old burn from the calling up each mountain in turn. In 
fire—very pleasant walk- several cases Little "White, could hear 
mg. The country at this point is red mountains replying but apparently 
and oran^ from masses of painters Kamloops could not. Perfection has 
brush.  ^ Higher up a sea of lupins quite been reached apparently on 
turned the I^dscape blue. _ the portable transmitter.
An. insatiable thirst overtook the Kamloops iannounced to all stations 
troop while crossing the burn. If the as the humidity had risen greatly 
waters of Sawmill creek rari rather ^liring the night and therefore the fire 
lower than usual on the day of Thurs- danger about trebled—all stations 
day, July 14th, it might easily have report on the. hour and half
been acepuntedi or by a group of hour until further notice, 
scouts hiking about , the headwaters The troop having done about every- 
and lapping up every stream in sight, thing but take the iQokout station 
Sight! Little White apart, Mr. Waldy was bidden farewell
Little "White Mountain could be and everyone returned to camp for 
seen fpr the first time about three o’- lunch. By twelve o’clock lunch was 
clock in the afternoon. By. four o’- over, the horses packed and a small 
clock a somewhat leg weary troo]^  bale of heather gathered for gardens 
walked amend the meadows of hea- at home.
ither and moss, 50Q feet below the By seven o’clock Bill Cross’s truck 
summit. which met the boys at the old Craw-
Camp was made among miniature ford homestead was loaded and rumb- 
mountain scenery that wpiild have ling home.
kept an appreciative landscape gar- ' ______ _______
dener awake for the rest of his life. McRENZIE HOME IS SOLD 
A tiny lake, a snow slide and. a pile The G. S. McKenzie home on" Suth- , 
of boulders completed the picture. erland avenue, which has been occu-  ^
Unfortunately the mbsquitois had pied by the McKenzie family for the 
heard about the hike beforehand, and past twenty-five years, has been sold 
had gathered a stiff welcome commit- to Mr. O. H. Ring, formerly of Pen-
tee—conservatively estimated at 11,- ticton, Mr. McKenzie informs The
6p0,000 to the cubic foot. They were Courier. The McKenzies have not de- 
large, high voltage, well developed cided the location of their new place 
mosquitoes, with nothing backward or of residence.
shy about them. No scout actually — -  ------—
sprained his wrist from hitting a JAPANESE MISSION MAKES GIFT 
single mosquitoe at one time in mid TO CAMPBELL jPREVENTORIUM
air, but care had to be exercised lest The Japanese Mission of the United
three be swatted in a clump. Church of Canada has made a dona-
Snowball Fight tion of $12 to the funds of the Gordon
A lull after supper was broken by Campbell Preventorium, the^  directors 
heavy snowball fighting across the which are grateful for this expres- 
lake from camp. Winter sports became co-o^r^ion
boys drove to this point m cars Goat mountain, Baldy mountain Tamakl, Mrs. Yoshioka, L. Kawagucki,
kindly provided by C. G. Rerifrcw. gQ each mountain lookout Rudo, L. Uyeda, L. Knoshita, D. Michl-
'I'hc remainder hdeed from Cedar answering. There was apparently bata, 
creek with their blankets as a pre* something wrong at Snow mountain as 
liminary step to trying to pass their lookout man did not reply when
oyer-night hike test. called up and had not done so, for — ............................  ...... .....
The roll-out call at the base 24 hours. Presently the loud speaker 
camp sounded at 4 30 a.m. and break- announced “B.X. mountain calling 
fast was oyer by 5 a.m. Two hours Little White’’ rbneated twice Mr 
later the horses were packed and the g„apped plugs around and talk-'
hike commenced “Sally ’ a tempera- the grid “Little White answer-
mental saddle horse whose feelings g x.. Little White answering B.X. 
had been deeply hurt by being turned j nothing for you B.X.’’ B.X. in-
into a pacly horse, spent the first houi timated that he had got the message 
in atternpting to walk on top of the then Little White announced, off
scout who led her. On reaching the dear .with BX. and B-X. announc-
railroad at eight o’clock however, she ^lear with Little White,
pretty well tired of this and hence ^his fascinating side light  the 
forth all went smoothly.
A  half hour stop at the railroad fol­
lowed by a forty-five minute hike a- 
long the old tote road brought the 
party to the foot of the Little White
“  B o y  I can ih o  d ivo  I ”
" Y o v  ought to  I t *  hor d i v *  fo r  a  S w oet  C a p I '
S W E E T  C A P O R A L  C I G A R E T T E S
"TAc purest form in which tobacco can be smoked.*'
HOME DEUVERY SERVICE 
for BEER
and
COAST BREWERIES LIMITED 
VANCOUVER BREWERIES LIMITED 
CAPILANO BREWING COMPANY LTD.
have arranged to give Kelowna residents free home delivery on the following 
well-known brands of beer, ale and stout:
CASCADE 
B. C. BUD
U. B. C. BOHEMIAN . 
LUCKY LAGER 
PILSENER BEER 
ACE LAGER
RAINIER EXPORT BEER 
OLD STYLE LAGER 
SILVER SPRING BEER 
CREAM STOUT 
BURTON type ALE 
OLD COUNTRY ALE
Empties will be picked up at time of delivery and refunded at the rate of
25c per dozen.
T E L E P H O N E  2 2 f J f o r  this convenient service. 
D E L IV E R IE S  W I L L  BE  M A D E  AS F O L L O W S :
Daily except Saturdays - - - - 
Saturdays and days before holidays
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
- 2 p.m. and 5 p.m.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by the
Government of British Columbia.
popular for a time and then a num­
ber of the younger members of the 
troop drifted down to a rock ledge 
and gazed speculatively into the water. 
Nobody actually said ‘let’s go swim­
ming’ but that was the general trend 
of thought. Water lapping against a 
snow slide somehow discourages spon­
taneous bathing.
A  small monetary reward promoted 
activities however. One scout hur­
riedly undressed and put one foot in 
the water, and took it out as though 
it had been scalded. ' In his opinion 
the water was rather more than 90 
degrees below zero, and he satisfied 
himself with sitting on the rock ledge 
and gazing in.
Youngest Leads . Way 
Enthusiasm seemed to have cooled 
until the mercenary instincts of the 
youngest member of the troop got the 
better of him. He slipped off his be­
longings and dived into the water be­
fore the first would-be swimmer had 
time to make up his mind. The first 
man in showed no tendency to loaf in 
the water, and had no apologies to 
offer for his haste in coming out.
The youngest scout in camp cannot 
go in swimming by himself, at least 
not when it looks as though he was 
the only one who dared, As the sun 
was setting, about every second scout 
in the troop took turns in immersing 
himself in the icy water for periods 
varying from 1/lOth to 2 seconds. 
Some even swam ten yards to a rock 
in mid lake but, they found breathing 
so difficult in the cold water that long 
distance swimming became unpopular.
Sleep in the open with a ten foot 
layer of mosquitoes for a roof proved 
discouraging. Some scouts may have 
got in a good seven hours sleep but 
twO; hours seems, to have been the 
maximum among others. Mr. Cameron 
had his toothsum hotcakes going by 
4.30 a.m. and breakfast was over and 
washed up by 5.30 The* troop climbed 
to the peak of Little White shortly 
after 6 a.m. and remained in posses­
sion until 10 a.m.
Forestry Radio
The troop divided its time between 
*  at the roof of the Okanagan
3 “ Bob Waldy’s field glasses, lis-
** 0 portable radio receiving
The donors are 
Tohara, L. Hoshizaki, H. Hirano, K. 
Ik6saka, L. Kusumato, Y, Naka, E.
I V i P
T R A D E  I N  
Y O U R  
O L D  TORES
MO M O N EY DOW N  
PA Y  A S  YOU REDE
Yes! That’s right! The easiest terms in 
town. Choose the G O O D YEAR S you need 
from our big stock, today! W e ’ll put them 
on your car without delay. Ride, as you pay 
in small Convenient s^ounts weekly. Enjoy 
the safety of new GOODYEARS now! Your 
credit is good here!
A N D E R S O N ’ S
T i r e
P E N D O Z I K E L O W N A P H O N E  287
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lA S T  O N  E T O  
TH E  PADDOCK
p r o d u c e s  t h e
M O N O G R A M
G I N
BENVOULIN
Mrti. Charley Muss and her daugliler 
Anna, of Weyburn. Sask.. are liouse 
/'iiests at the Jioine of Mr. and Mrs. 
l ’hilii» Ma.ss.
« • «
Mrs. Max Berard left by bus last 
Saturday for Alenby. where she will 
visit her brother Mr. Harvey Cook.
' '' >’
Mrs. B. O. Fryer and two ehlldren 
of Moose Jaw. Sa.sk.. was the i'ucst 
last week of her aunt. Mrs.* Fisher, 
lejivirifj by bus on Saturday en route 
to Kereineos and Vancouver.I#
SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN
By Oron Arnold Copyright I 937 NEA s e r v ic e . In<
M O N O C R A M ^ a ^ f ^
This advertisement is not published or displayed 
Control Board or by*the Government of British
by the Liquor 
Columbia.
A Point Barrow. Alaska. Christmas 
Day feast, included ice cream made of 
whale oil and reindeer tallow.
F
I
MSKITTIES
"You’ll have to go over the screens againy” said 
Mrs. Picobac severely. "Those pesky mosquitoes • 
are getting in SOMEWHERE. I’m being eaten 
alive.”
Mr. Picobac held the flame to the fragrant bowl. 
"M’skitticsl” he exclaimed between puffs. "Eaten 
alive! I’m surprised . . . I’m astonished . . . 
I’m amazed. M’skitticsl They don’t bother me."
"They do me," returned Mrs. Picobac emphat­
ically.
"Well, I tell you,” said Mr. Picobac, sniffing the 
exquisite aroma of the fresh-lit Burley. "The 
best way to fool m’skitties is to smoke Picobac. 
M’skitties don’t seem to enjoy a mild . . .  cool 
• . . sweet smoke the way you and I do!”
"You get those screens fixed,” said Mrs. Picobac. 
"Yes, mam,” replied her lord and master, lean' 
ing back to blow forth^  a pale blue mosquito- 
proof cloud.
H A N D Y  SEAL-TIGHT POUCH .  15e
Vz-LB. "LOK-TOP" TIN - 60c 
a/so packed in Pocket Tins
"*lt DOES taste qood  in a  pipei"
Imperial Tobaccb Company of Canada, Limited
B  H D W  N  I N  S U N N Y ,  S O U T H E R N  O N T  A  R I □
H a v e  y o u  t r i e d  P i c o b a c  S l i c e d  P l u g  -  v e s t  p o c k e t  t i n  1 5 c
ProviouK Cliapter; ’rhe Colters nar- horse and turned directly toward tlie the new, when tlie slicritr started liis 
rowly escape death when u huge boul- laurel. questioning. Stuart was still u bit
.1 T\/r r» IJ TJ J der cruslies down near their cur. Stu- He watclied the landscape us interd- confused, yet relieved. He l>ad more
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Holitskl and art announces lie lias a clew to the ly us lie could. Instinct made him or loss forced himself to suspect Sher-
chlldrcn left on Monday of lost week strange happenings on Superstition. loan low on liis saddle; lie expected iff Watson, but now__
for a vJdt to their old homo In Spring --------- other shots. The inquisition took but little time.
Valley, Sask., travelling by motor car. Cliantcr XVII • Quick reasoning told liim tliat who- “You’re going to die,” the sheriff
Miss Beatrice Fisher left hv mnfor would peep out again and told Uic old Indian. • “Why did you
car lust Mondav^fw a ^ho rt\^ ld ^v  '^ode away from Su- likely be visible, if crouched behind shoot at lliis white man? What is
in Vernon Y or a short holiday perstition Lodge next morning at u rock. Ho watched carefully and saw your name, and where do you live?” 
* * * dawn. nothing. His assailant must be in the The Indian said little, but revealed
Plans are well under way for the sister,” he in- shrubbery. much,
annual lawn social which will bo held structed the horse wrangler there. He jerked out his repeating ritle. Ho had been llie “gliost of Super-
on Thursday, tlie 2«th, on the Mission 1’*" heading back to the Weav- raised up quickly and shot blindly stition,” ho confessed; u Medicine
Creek school grounds. There will bo or’s Needle region. I may be gone into tlie laurel. He was then about Man, high in rank. Oldest of liis tribe,
the usual good musical program and *''''o days.” 100 yards away. he hud labored through life to keep
refreshments. "A ll  right,” the wrangler agreed. Suddenly he swelled with elation, “white men” from’ despoiling the
---------------------------------- "But ain’t you talcin’ chances? By excitement. His hunch had been right! mountain, lest they anger the Thun-
yoursclf, I mean? I heard you had The shrubbery moved. A  human der Gods.
some trouble up there once, and Mr. form became partly visible. As a youth he liad fought white men
Blake told me he got shot at. You Stuart reined his horse to a quick in open battle, he and his red com-
cain’t moss with that mountain!” stop and pumped more bullets at the rades. He ha'd sworn, with others now
• Stuart didn’t grin, as he normally spot. gone, to guard the sacred mountain
would have. He was tying a rifle hoi- He expected shots in return, but throughout life; ho had done his work 
ster to his saddle. none came. There was a sliaking of well, for only one white man had
“A  month ago I would have laughed the limbs ^and leaves, then quiet. He found the real gold and this one had 
at that statement, my friend,” he told bolstered his riflp and drew a revolver reconcealed it.
the wrangler. “Now I’m wondering at as he spurred forward again, plunging “You murdered a man up there last 
the truth of it! But I have to gOi” quickly right into the brush. Even week, and killed this white man’s 
“How come? Who’s making you?” as he rode, his mind told him this horse?” The sheriff indicated Stuart. 
“Nobody. But if a man, or some- couldn’t be happening to him, this Tlie Indian signed “yes.” 
thing unknown, kept pecking at you, couldn’t be real. But it was! He felt “You pushed rocks over a cliff last
sniping at you and your friends, en- a zest for action he had never known night, to stop these people in their
dangering their lives, you’d decide to before. flre wagon? Have you been hound-
bust right Into it, winner take all, Two minutes later he was standing ing people up there all these years?”
wouldn’t you?” over a man on the ground. The old man talked more readily
The wrangler, a veteran westener, The man was old. He wore few now, and' the interpreter reported that 
eyed Stuart , in some surprise. garments; and they were of animal he had helpers who also guarded the
“Be damned if you ain’t diff-runt skins. And his color was deep bronze, mountain at his direction. The Medic-
from most dudes!” he declared. “You almost black. He was bleeding. His ine Man had spies, too, he told, 
got blood! Set tight a minute; I ’ll sad- rifle lay near. Stuart talked to him, Squaws selling baskets, beads and 
die and go with, you'^myself. but he seemed not to understand. As other trinkets were really snooping on
“No.” Stuart was firm. “It’s a priv- best he could he bound the old In- the talk and plans of white people, had 
ate war, thanks just the same. I’ve dian’s wounds. * done so for years. Some Indian men
been practicing shooting a lot lately. An hour later Stuart rode into the who worked for whites were in his
I can keep my bearings now, and I clearing on the cliff that held the Col- clan to guard the mpuntajn also, and
know thta water’s precious in a desert ter home, carrying the wounded man reported secrets that they learned,
country. I’ll get along. Thanks again, across his saddle. “You know where the Dutchman’s
though.” . When he saw the other white people mine is, the gold,” said the sheriff.
“What you Agger on doin’?” the Indian’s expression became one of “You’ll die. Tell where it is, and
“As to that, I’m not just sure. Call resignation. Here was he, at last, cap- you’ll get proper ceremonies by your 
it ah investigation.” live of the enemy; the logical thing people. Chants and dances, and buriel
He was honest there, for he didn’t to expect was slow torture at their with your kind. Otherwise we’ll do it 
know exactly what he would do in hands while they celebrated. Other- white-man’s way. Tell him that, in- 
Superstition, save to ride back to the wise, why had the white man bothered terpreter.
region where his horse had been kill- to carry him in alive? Why had his It was crude and cruel, perhaps,
ed before. Not far from there was brains not been dashed out there in but it was sound psychology. Labor-
where they found Paul Colter’s body, the mountains. iously .the old man talked and all ears
he knew. He would go to that spot Carolee directed the immediate doc- strained for the translation, 
first, he decided while riding, and see toring. Stuart’s bullets had been ef- “He say,” the interpreter slowly ex- 
what signs might remain. fective and the wounds were indeed plained,” that he is swore never to tell
He never got there. bad. She put the old savage on a bed, white man where is gold—^any white -
He was no more than three miles up gaye him water, dressed his wounds man. He hate white men. But he is 
the mountain canyon when disaster and comforted him the best she could, not swore not to tell white woman; he 
again threatened. Silas rode posthaste for Superstition can tell white squaw. White woman
CRACK.— a rifle shot cut the thin Lodge to summon the sheriff and a there— ” he indicated Carolee “ only 
morning air. doctor. It was hours before the officer friend of Indian people. She do not
The bullet struck his saddle. Tense arrived, but he brought some other carry guns. She give candy and mon­
now, he quickly surveyed the coun- Indians and a physician with him. One - ey to Indians. She help Indian squaw 
try from which the shot came. There of the Indians, an Apache youth, was with broke leg. She do not torture 
were several rocks and a clump of an interpreter who frequently worked him, but give him soft bed and water, 
green laurel about 200 yards off. The at the Lodge. They made a dramatic She, he will tell. All the others must 
land sloped upward. 'There was no setting there around the wounded man go away. She, he will tell.” 
intervening canyon this time. — t^he whites and the reds, the old and (To be continued)
He discerned all that in a fleeting'  ^ t. r . •
second or two. Then he spurred his
CANADIAN L£G10N
ANNUALTRAIN 
EXCURSION
VANCOUVER
by C, N. R.
AUGUST 11 16
Five clear days in Vancouver
R E T U R N  FAR ES  
from Kelowna—
C O A C H  T O U R IS T  1st C L A S S
$8*40 $9.40 $JJ .05
S leepers a v a ila b le  at K e lo w n a
P h on e  y o u r  reservations E A R L Y  oa  
that enough  aeeom m odatlon  w i l l  b e  
prov ided .
48-6c
No Wonder 
Yon Are Constipated!
W h a t,d o  you eat fo r  bieakfastY  
Coffee, toast, m aybe some eggs? 
W h a t  do you eat fo r  lim ch and  
dinner? B read , meat, potatoes? 
No wonder you’re constipated; 
you probably don’t get enough 
’’bulk.’’ A n d  “ bulk” doesn’t m ean  
the amount you eat. I t  m eans the  
kind o f food th at form s a  so^t 
“bulky” mass In  the bowels. I t ’s 
this mass th at helps a  bowel 
movement.
T h e  common sense th ing  to  do  
a b o u t  it  is  to  e a t  a  n a tu ra l  
laxative food. K ellogg ’s  A ll-B ra n  
fo r breakfast w ill give you Just 
the “bulk” you need. A n d  it gl'ves 
you, in  addition. Nature ’s  great  
intestinal-tonic, vitam in B i. E a t  
this crunchy toasted cereal every 
day, drink plenty o f  water, an d  
life  w in  b e  brighter fo r  you! A l l -  
B r a n  is  m a d e  b y  K e llo g g  in  
London, Ontario. So ld  by  every  
grocer.
CODLING MOTH EIGHT H E A H ^  
ON RECORD, SAYS NEWS LETTER
Apples Sizing W ell but Sbnie which is,
.-o attaining heavy volume with presentSunscald IS Appearing pn South -weather conditions.
Side of Trees The main pests giving concern to
the orchardists are 'the second brood
. Wrigley’s Gum hPlps you keep fit! 
Relieves that stiifb'^  feeling after 
eating. Oeanses crevices between 
teeth, too... assures sw^t breath. 
A simple aid to  hedith!
Buy some now! Small in cost 
but big in benefits! Enjoy it after 
every meal— millions dot’ cs-»
A T  T H E S E  B I G ’G O O D R I C H T I R E  B A R G A I N S
PiETER
IFYOU W ANTTO  
5AVE fAOHBY-SWE 
OUfi eO O bR IC jj 
TH RIFT TIKES 
TODlAy/
'Take advantage now, of our money-saving bar- 
gain prices on new guaranteed Goodrich Tires. 
Select from bur large Factory Fresh stock.
will find a tire, in the size you require 
that will give you the most economical mileage 
you have ever had; Goodrich Tubes also give 
you most for your money.
G o od rich  C o in n is ild e r— a- husky full-dimen- 
sion tire, extra wide, deep, heavy tread made o f 
"wear resisting” rubber— is fextra high in mile­
age, extra low in price. Saves you up to 35%.
G oodrich  C a v a lie r— packed with high 
priced features it has an extra strong bruise- 
resisting carcass with wider, flatter tread. 
This tire will give you plenty o f dividends 
in extra mileage. Saves you up to 17 %.
WE BUY YOUR OLD TIRES
Trying to get the last few miles out o f your 
old tires is Dangerous-r-and NOT economi-' 
‘cal. WeTl give you a special trade-in 
allowance for them . . . a:nci you’ll be sur­
prised at the small amount you need to 
pay for n ew .^ fe , guaranteed Goodrich 
tires. Come in today.
F R E E
A THOROUGH 
I N S P E C T I O N  
OF YOUR' TIRES
WE POT ON 
THESE TIRES F R E E
U A W S O l i i
I . " S P E C.l A L''
SCOTCH WHISKV
EXTRA LIBERAL TRADE-M ALLOWANCE!
D O M  M c L E A N  M O T O R S
P H O N E  207 K E L O W N A ,  B . q .
Following is the sixth of the series codling moth and European red 
letters. mite. There is every appearance of
a heavy infestation of codling worms 
Salmon Arm, Sorrento And Main Line for this brood. Control sprays have 
Points t e^en generally well applied through-
As reported July 20th: One lighV f a l s o  the .case
shower has occurred since the last  ^ very prevalent,
news letter, and temperatures have,' harvest is now well ad-
been running high for the past week. f u
While at present crops generally are f  al hough stink-
not sufferinS from lack of moisture, a 
continuance of the present hot spell f
will seriously affect them. Weather
conditions, however, are excellent for i f  t commences.
I IT  d f s t r S " "  "  throughout
Raspberries are still coming in fair- ia°t^yeaT^^All'^ange?an^
A  few loganberries are beginning to
come in. Kelbwna '
Apples and pears continue to make As reported July 21st: The weather 
good development, and most varieties remains hot and dry. Second brood 
are large for the season of the year, codling moths are entering the’ apples ,
There is practically no apple scab, and- and the moth flight continues the 
there has been very little trouble with heaviest on record.
Fire Blight. A  few early varieties of Apples are sizing well, but some 
apples are moving out. Bing cherries sunburn is showing up on the south 
are now over, but Lamberts are still side of the trees. Peach plums have 
moving out from Salmon Arm. The started to move and crab apples are 
quality is better than for the past two expected by the end of the week, 
seasons. This week, however, will Raspberries are being harvested and 
see them cleaned up. treated with S02. A  few are being
New potatoes are moving from used for jam. Th^ crop is larger than
Kamlbops in car lots, and semi-ripe first anticipated.
tomatoes will be moving in niixed Peppers, egg plant, silverskin onions 
cars by the end of the week. A  few and other vegetables are available for ,
are now going out by express. Cucum- shipment. Greenhouse tomatoes are .• t, j  j -  1 j t •"
bers are also coming in. Bunch vege- nearly over and few semi-ripes are or aispiayeu by tlie J^iquOT
tables are moving in mixed cars and being picked. Owing to hot weather. Control Board of by the Govem-
the supply is good. thrips etc., the onion crop will be ment of British Columbia.
Armstrong, Vernon, Oyama, Okanagan smaller than early estimates indicated. • _________ ■
Centre And Winfield __________________________
Penticton, Kaleden, Keremeos, Oliver 
And Osoyoos
So far irrigation water supplies are 
satisfactory, and orchards generally
^ __  are in very good condition. Early
In small fruits the harvest period is are trying their best to distribute irri- cooking apples are about over in this 
practically over for the season with gation water to best advantage. district Somb Clapps Favorite pears 
the cle^n up of the raspberry and ’The heat has slowed up apple should be ready in about 10 days, and 
black cufrant crop. The heat and growth, and some sunscald is showing u few Triumph peaches will probably 
drought has had some effect in cutting in many orchards. The extreme heat arrive in. the packing houses towards 
the raspberry yield. has brought on the apricot crop with the end of the week. Apricots are a-
In tree fruits development still ap- a rush, also early peaches. Peach bout cleaned up in the Oliver-Osoyoos 
pears to be normal, but the strain on plums are developing rapidly and a district, and should reach their peak 
irrigation supplies is quite heavy., few have been packed .out. Yellow in Penticton this week. The very hot 
With the clean up of the cherry crop. Transparent apples are ovet. Duchess weather has ripened them very quick- 
attention is now being given the will be ready in about‘a week,, also ly,- and rnany' of them are falling oft  
shipment of Yellow Transparfj^^ttnd Transcehdent crabs. The temperature in size as a result. Spraying for ■ se- 
Duchess apples, going out at '|*^ ““®“'t^has been most favorable for the se- corid brood Codling Moth has been 
ns green cookers. Peach plr. N^pnd brood of codling moth and many urider' way for nearly a week,
commence moving thej^’'^'’ T^ers are getting on a , thjrd, cover Haying is in progress on trrigatedi
week. so™® ®®ses a fourth. lands, and in most cases the yield is
With vegetable err^  ^^Ot^atoes are increasing slowly very low, due-to thb continued dry
Some ; are showing scald, and hot weather.
DAWSON SCOTUND
This advertisement is not pub-
Summerland, Naramata, Westbank 
As reported * July 22nd: Weather And Peachland
conditions have continued extremely As reported July 20th: For the past 
hot and dry since our last report and two weeks this district has experien- 
the whole country is showing the ef- ced the hottest weather experienced 
fects of this prolonged spell of con- for several years. The drain on soil 
tinned heat. moisture is enormous, and growers
tre of interest tod?-
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Hither and Yon
Mr. luul M im. Carlo Cho/.zi and fain- busiiu'.s.*: visitor In Kolowna on Mon- 
ily rcturm-d last wook from a ten day day and Tut-sduy. 
holiday spent at Christina Lake.
DISCUSS PUNS FOR 
REGATTA ACTIVITIES
Banquet for Lady Competitors 
Planned by Auxiliary
Hints On Fashions
•by LISBETH- S A F E W A Yr‘-— •L6.'i''.».iyrrj f
Mr,
their
* 'I’he refpjlar ineetiip; of the Ladie.s’
Mr, Paul Hayes left for the coast on Auxiliary to the Aquatic was held on
Sunday by motor. Monday evening In the Aquatic lounge
1 n/r * it *, .11. , with an attendance of thirty-live,
and Mis. 1'lank I hillips and plans were discussed concernin).' the 
ion ui>; on^  holidays at the coast, .sponsoriiq; of a queen for the Rej’atta
E. S. (iraham of Toronto was a **'*'i^ *‘*|,
business visitor in town for several banquet for lady competitors
days this week. quests on Thursday evening, Auk-
• ♦ * list 4. which will probably be held
, * » xr . ,1  Miss Ruth Evanstone of Watrous, «t the Willow Inn.
Sask,, spent the week-end In Kelowna A committee consistink of Mrs. Bert 
visiting with friends. Jolinston and Miss Kay Hill was in
• * * cliaiko of arrankcments for lust nikht’s
Miss Kay Hill of Victoria arrived dance.
in Kelowna on Monday to spend a Raffle tickets for the outboard motor 
holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cordon Herbert of 
Kelowna and Rev. and Mrs. A. C. 
Pound of Rutland attended the wed- 
dink at Vernon on Thur.sday after­
noon, July 21, of Marjorie Louise Rol- 
ston to John Lome McAllister, of 
Winnlpek.
few days us a khost at the Royal Anne 
last week-end. While here he renew­
ed acquaintance with Mr. and Mr.s.
George S. McKcn/.le, whom he had 
not seen for over 35 years. Mr. Fraser 
was in charke of the C.P.R. Telegraphs 
at Rosslund in the boom days more 
than 40 years ago and he and Mr. Me- daying at the coast at present.
Kenzie were roommates at that time. • • •
 ^  ^ * ' Mr.s. E. J. Noble and Mi.ss Uorecn
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Herbert of Noble are siiending a holiday at the 
Brandon, Manitoba, are visiting at the coast. , . *
home of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon D. Her- and Mrs. Grunt Kinney ac-
m
Mr. and Mrs. It. Andison are holi-
(o be given away at the regatta were 
distributed among tiie auxiliary mem­
bers.
bert on Ethel Street. companied by their little dauglitcr 
Betty, left Monday evening on a holi-W. A. C. Bennett x^eturned on Mon- 
day from Ottawa, where he attended * * *
the National Conservative convention, 
nnd other eastern points.
Mr. A. Pugh of Vancouver arrived
on an extended trip to Califoi-nia., 4i '
Miss T ’Ann Wilson of Vancouver is
a visitor in Kelowna at present.
* *
Guests registered at the Willow Inn 
this week include: D. Jxickson, Van­
couver; G. F. Sinclaii-, West Summer- 
land; Miss Janet Sinclair, West Sum- 
merland; Miss M. L. Brock and Miss 
P. H. B. Furniss, Ontario; Miss P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Carruthers left
on Tuesday for Montreal where on ____ _____________
August 3rd, they will attend the wed- couver tliis week, 
ding of their son, William Robert Car- 
ruthers of Manchester, England, to
in Kejowna on Monday fox foux Miss B. Allcock, Simcoe,
Oht.; Mrs H, MacDonald, Penticton;
Mrs. Rex Lupton is a visitor in Van-
Seattle; Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Ness, W. 
French, B. S. Diamond, W. Grimshaw, 
M. Goodwin, Vancouver; H. Kennedy,_______  -------  - .  Dr. and Mrs. R. E. Gray have as* ^  ^
Francis Smyth, daughter of Mr. and their house guests the former’s brot- Lomonton; C. E. Little, Vernon; Miss
Mrs. Taggert Smyth of Montreal. her, Mr. Elmer Gray and his bride N. Olding, England; J. Allen, Shall-
• • • of Stx*athmox*e, Alberta, who have been *'• Traeger, W. Traeger, Bert
Mr. Wallace Meikle left on- Tuesday ^n extended honeymoon trip motor- Ross, Vancouver, 
for Quebec where he will board the j^g through the United States and a  number of friends of Mr Wallace
Empress of Britain for London. Eng- Canada. Other guests include Mrs. Meildo held a VimnL n^tv in
land. Mr., Meikle will spend the next chas. A. Berry of Robson. Mrs. H. G. JJn^r on Frldav e^enfne S  t L  Aoua
year in England where he is on ex- Buchanan and Mr. William C. Murdin tic ^ub ^ evening at the Aqua-
change with an English teacher. of Gladstone. Manitoba, the latter visi­
ting his brother S. H. Murdin.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Pike of Saskatoon 
visited with friends in Kelowna for 
several days during the past week.
♦ • •
L. C. .Jones of Vancouver was a
x*^** w m
w
G lo r ia  S tuart
I^ADIES, Q IR L S
L E A R N  T H E  M O L E R  M E T H O D  
O F  B E A U T Y  C U L T U R E  
A  p l e a s a n t  P R O F IT A B L E  
P R O F E S S IO N  F O R  G IR L S  
L ea rn  u n d e r  recogn ized M b le r  m ast­
e r instructors. T o  ea rn  m ore, en ro ll 
n ow  w ith  the.lWoler Schoo l that gets 
best resu lts. *
T ra in  b y  sam e M o le r  system, as  
taught to thousands o f  m ost success­
fu l h a ird ressing  graduates w o rk in g  
in  N e w  Y o rk , Ch icago, H o l l ^ o o d  
P aris  an d  w o r ld ’s la rgest  cities. 
V isit  us be fo re  jo in in g  an y  school. 
Practica l, expert tra in in g  guaran ­
teed— ‘‘T h e  U n ivers ity  o f B eau ty  
C u lture.”
M O L E R  H A I R D R E ^ i N G  S C H O O L  
E n ro ll now . R eason ab le  rates.
O A O  W . Hastings. T r ip  
v U O  V an co u ver  B . C .
B . Gooch, M an ager  a ll M o le r  B . C. 
Schools.
2237
* * *
Dr. and Mrs. A. S. Underhill enter­
tained at their home on Abbott street 
An enjoyable evening was spent at on Saturday evening prior to the 
the home of Dr. and Mrs. R. E. Gray Aquatic dance, 
on Monday, July 25, when they enter- . . V * *
tained several guests in honor of their L^yd  A. Day was a tea hbstess
house guest Mrs. Chas. A. Berry of Saturday afternoori at the Aquatic ■=
Robson, who was celebrating her 82nd her guests included Mrs. Gus gary are visiting friends in* Kelowna
birthday. Delightful musical selec- , ^  Vancouver, Mrs. Harold M il- at present.
tions were given by Mr. and Mrs. S. Underhill, • * *
J. Weeks, Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Walrod, Mrs. Charles Miss Joyce Chapman of Burns Lake
with Mrs. J. Harris, Mr. James Me V" Lookson and Miss jg the guest of her parents Mr. and
Gay Print Insets Ax Chic
Prillli'il inscls of rctl and white on 
a white sharkskin Jacket distinguishes 
this pretty coslunie worn by Gloria 
Stiuu t for resort wear. . i
It was designed by Gwen Wake- 
ling, Hollywood designer, 'i’he dress 
Is sliarkskln, and so are the sandals 
and large hat, which is trimmed with
a sash of the print.
« # *
Sty le  W h im sies
It looks now as though the straight 
silhouette will replace the vogue for 
flares this fall. The narrow skirts 
have an even slimmer look when they 
are contrasted with .softly-bloused bod­
ices.
• * «
Full-length boxy coats of camel’s 
hair are being featured for early fall 
wear.
4*
In the new fall coats, shoulders still 
arc widened, but not greatly exagger­
ated. Some are boxed, and others 
stiffened with an inset triangle in 
epaulet effect. ^
A  one-piece bathing suit of crink­
led seersucker rolls into a ball the 
size of a kerchief when it is not being 
used.
• * 41
The ostrich capelet is the choice 
vacation eveni|ig wrap recommended 
by some of the leading stylists.
The striped cotton knit dirndls are 
proving to be popular .summer shop­
ping costumes.
4< i# 4i
Lilac shades are being worn on the 
beaches. Imagine lilac shade slacks 
with striped wool vest and pale, gray 
green shirt.
For the summer evening frock you 
may choose black marquisette with 
full skirt edged with a wide flounce, 
elbow-len^h sleeves, high neck with 
round yoke finished with ruffle, and 
the demurest of efiectg. With such a 
dress, hair worn with bangs or p clus­
ter of ostrich feathers worn over the 
forehead to look like bangs, enhance 
the demure appearance.
I ’rlci's EITectIvc F riday , Hutiirday and M o n d ay— July  Zi), 30, A u g . 1st
I  “Sunkist”, small size and ve ry  "t C
•juicy; per doz. _____  JHtJC
 ^ 4,^ ' 39c
A p ___  “R O Y A L  C R O W N ”;
(limit 6 ); per bar ........................
S O ^ -  ... 2 " ^ " l lc ,
Mi l - .9c
C H I ^ ^  ' 21c
JE S -R IT E r^ ' . . I i r  35c 
S A R D IN E S -  " " r r r ” 2 1 9c
Ghie and R. E. Gray accompanying on 
the violin. An interesting feature was 
the lighting of the candles on her
M rs. D . C h apm an  at present.
•fr « «  «• 4> 4> • »•> ♦ • «•• »«  «
;  LETTERS TO THE : 
:  EDITOR ;
■' • -  ■ - -V ; v'- ,
4> 4>« 4  •B>4> 4> 4> <B> 4> HI* «• »< '«> > »
— BISCUIT SPECIALS —
Assorted, Sandwich Biscuits— lb............................
I.B.C. SO DAS— (Salted or P la in ); 2 lb. box ......
Pineapple Desserts lb. 25c JcUy Tarts— I^b. 
Honey Grahams, 1 lb. 18c Oatmeal Cookies, Ib, 
ASSO R TED  C E LLO  PACK AG ES— each .......
C A N D Y  O R AN G E  SLICES— lb. 23c
M IX E D  P IC K LE S— Fraser Valley; 28 oz. jar 28c
' A SPA R A G U S— Salad Tips and Ends, (2’s sq.) tin 
M A Y O N N A IS E — “Best Foods” ; 16 oz. jar ..........
R O M A N  M E A L— pkg. 32c
* I* *.
G . A . B a rra t  le ft  on S atu rd ay  fo r  
V an cou ver and V ictoria , on a business • 
trip  fo r  the B .C. F ru it  B oa rd , o f  w h ich  
he is a  m em ber. ,  V
»  * • ;  , K e lo w n a , B.G ., J u ly  26, 1938.
D r. R . M ath ison  retu rn ed  6n S un day  T o  the Ed ifor,
D E S T R O Y IN G  B E A C H
D iana  D e  Hart.
4« 4* *
M rs. D ick  S tew art entertained a 
, . „  ^ „  J • -  num ber o f friends at b r id ge  on F r id a y
b irth day  cake b y  M r s .^ B e r ^ ,  du rin g  even ing  at h er hom e on; H a rv e y  a v e -  
w h ich  the guests sang  their b e st  w ish - jjue. - 
es. L a te r  in  the even ing  another p le a - ‘ »  * «
sant featu re  w as  the cutting o f a p o r - MisS: M . M iln e  o f V an cou ver w h o  
tion of h e r  w ed d in g  c a k e -b y  M rs. E. spent tw o  w eek s ’ h o lid a y a s *  the guest
L . G ra y  a June b r id e  o f Strathm ore, o f M rs. P . B . W illits  returned  to  h e r  f^^om attending the  Pacific  Coast d en - K e lo w n a . C ou rie r. ■
A lb e rta . hom e on Satu rday  evening. conference at V an cou ver, w h e re  B e a r  S ir: ' , "
• • • * * 700 dentists w e re  in  attendance. H e  ‘ z' y ' .
Guests registered  at the R o y a l A n n e  M r. J. F rost of M onte  L a k e  w a s  a also spent ten days at E lite  In let, ^
H ote l this w eek  include: M iss P re g , visitor in  tow n  over the w eek -en d . w h ere  the b ig  fish a re  located, as wiell san d y  beach  b y  the;
V an cou ver: A . E. W a lk e r , Toronto ; P . • ■*: * as at P o w e ll R iver. M ission  o il w e ll. S h a llo w , clean; s a f e ;
J. Locke. V ern on ; W. A . T lm rn , V e r -  M iss G ertru de  T in d a ll o f V an co u ver  ’ fo r  ch ildren  an d  grow nups.. P eo p le
non; A . C. F reem an  r a d  son, V an co u - w h o  w as  the. guest '.of h e r  cousin M iss  Mi.is R p H v  .isaciro*«n« b a y e  been  com ing oyt to ^ t h e  there,
ver; '  - - - - -  -  . . , „ , ,
ver
zie over the w eek -end . held  at the A q u a tic  last T h u rsd ay  a f -  '  t ." , •
• * * ternoon w h en  a rrangem ents w e r e b e e n  seen b reak in g ; bee r
W H O L E  SPICES— packages; ..each 9c
V IN E G A R — Empress white; 26 oz. btl. 19c
BUTTER- First Grade Okanagan O  lbs. Creamery ....... ...... J  0 * f C
MEAT DEPARTMENT
L A M B
LEG S— per lb. ...
S H O U L D E R  
R O A S T ; per lb.
28c
22e-25c
D IL L  P IC K LE S— Very crisp and tasty ......... , 3 for lOc
.'It \ --------- ------- .-------------------------------------1.:.-
B O IL IN G  B E E F — per lb. lOc
S IR LO IN-
and,,
" T ” B O N E
Edm onton; M r. and M rs. N . Park in s, 
Penticton. FRESH  F ISH  F R ID A Y  and S A T U R D A Y  —
M r. H o w a rd  T hom  le ft  on F r id a y
\
G O W NS
FOR A
GALA REGATTA
Bouffant sheers— romantically pretty frocks 
that invite bids— make you look fragile as 
a Dresden doll! Budget beauties.
/ ^vn
M r. D o n a ld  P eck  o f V an cou ver w a s  m ade b y  the L ad ie s  A u x il ia r y  to the  ^ ° ^ „ P ^  them  . into > , the
a v isitor in  K e lo w n a  du rin g  the past A qu a tic  and over fifty  m em bers and  3  te rr ib le  d an ge r
w e e k  retu rn in g  to h is hom e on W e d -  guests w e re  present. T h e  tea tab les ^®'' P il w h o  : bathe. T h e  sandy  shore  
nesday evening. covered  w ith  ecru  lace cloths were the lak e  is  be in g  m ade  in  a filthy
n/r ^  1 * X centred w ith  lo w  silve r  b o w ls  o f  sw eet ^ a lso  to ld  the beach  is
M r . G eo rge  ,H. P a lm e r  o f Chestnut peas. M rs. H . V . C ra ig  M rs. J. N . bq in g  tu rned  in to  a nudist cam p at
H ill, Mass., w a s  a v is itor in  K e lo w n a  Cushing, an d  M rs  J. R . C o n w a y  p re - night, young., g irls , com plete ly  n aked
last w eek .  ^  ^ ^ the urns w h ile  the -se rv iteu rs  h ave  been  seen, be in g  chased b y  m en
M r. A l la n  P oo le  spent the w e e k - e n d X ; ° ^ ® ^  u
in tow n  the guest o f his parents A ir M au ric e  M e ik le , M rs . H .  V an ce  I  sh au  p ro b a b ly  b e  considered old
and M rs. A .  C . Poole. ' D aw son , M rs. A .  E. Cookson, A irs .'fa sh io n ed  and  to ld  this is 1938 a n d  that
* ♦ L lo y d  A . D ay , A irs. A . P . P e tt j^ iece , the g ir ls  can  lo o k  a fte r  them selves.
Air. and  M rs. J. J. S tap les h ave  as i'frs. M a x  d eP fy ffe r , A liss D iaria  D e - ^ t  I ;d o n ’t lik e : it on m y  beach  an d  I
their guests D r  and M rs. H u gh es o f Hart, M iss K a y  H ill, A liss M ario n n e  in tend  tak ing  steps to stop it. These
Ham ilton, Ont. M rs. S taples and M rs . M eik le , A liss B a rb a ra  M e ik le , A liss hoodlum s a re  do in g  a ll in. their p o w e r
H ughes a re  sisters F lorence  M cC arth y  and M iss  G w e n  to m ake  the w o r ld  a w o rse  p la ce  to
*  H ard ing . liv e  in. Som e o f the you n ge r gen e ra -
D r. an d  Airs. C ecil N e w b y  retu rn ed  ♦ * ♦ tion w h o  do not ap p rove  can d o  m ore
W i l l  M rs. C how n , secretary  o f  the com bat these things thrin the o lder  
honeym oon spenj; aj: the coast. S .P .C .A ., V an co u v e r  Brarich, w h o  is People. B u t  as selfishness is the start
M iss M in a  Stone o f Vancouver h o liday in g  in  K e lo w n a , p lease  ca ll these th ings and  is at the root
♦ * • A ir. and  M rs. L. A . "W haley and ®'^®>Ything they  can  to  fight it in
M r. and M rs. J. A  W itt  have  re tu rn - fam ily  o f V an co u v e r  h ave  been  v is it - f ° ™ '
l i t t l e ' ” ’ honeym oon spent in  i „ g  this past w e e k  at the hom e o f M r.
• * * and  M rs. T u rn e r  Fum efton , M rs. W h a -  ■
M r. and  Airs. N . Tow nsherid  o f C a l-  ley  and  M rs. Fum erton  be in g  sisters.
We B(Cfierve The Right To LinoR, . Safeway Sloiefl Ltd.
Y o u rs  tru ly ,
H . B . D . L Y S O N S .
m
$10.95
■“P-
LACES, SHEERS AND NETS
- Utterly feminine dancing frocks with bared shoulders 
—tiny waists, wide bouffant skirts—-white, romance 
pink, stardust blue. A  lovely line of pastel shades. 
 ^ • Sizes, 12 to 40.
“T O M O R R O W ’S T R E N D  T O D A Y ” at
(K E L O W N A ) ,  L IM IT E D
W A S H E R S !
WASHERS!
®  W A S H E R S !
USED WASHERS FROM ALL OVER THE 
INTERIOR OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
14 Models to Choose From 
For Example
EUREKA WASHER only -  -  $15.00
CONNOR WASHER °niy $42;50
BEATTY WASHER °my $54.00
/
You can see for yourself the tremendous savings 
that can be made-—Take advantage of these 
wonderful bargains. See them at
O .  L ,  J O N E S
F U R N I T U R E  c o m p a n y  L T D .
Phone 435 Bernard Ave.
LOCAL MAN OBTAINS 
INSURANCE DEGREE
L . D, F au lk n er, loca l representative o f  
the M ontreaT  L i fe  In surance C om pan y  
has just rece iv ed  w o rd  that he success­
fu lly  passed the  exam inations o f  the 
L ife  In surance Institute and is n ow
o iR N IG H I SERViC^  ^ tbandlfom V A M E B
V IA  PENTICTQN —.. Daily Service 
G reyh ou n d  8:00 p.iiri Iv . K ^ Q 'W N A  .; a r. 9:45 a-iri,^ G rejfhound
B u s  .......... 10:10 p in ;  ar. P E N T IC T O N  Iv . 7:30 a.rii. . . .1 ....i B u s
N o . 11 .....  10.30 p jn .  Iv . P E N U jC T O N  ar. 7:30 a jn ,. No . 12
N o . 11 ...... 10:00 a jn .  ar. " y i ^ G d U y E R  Iv. 8.05 p,m. ...i.; No. 12
Diner, le isu re ly  
on T ra in  3 a fte r  
le av in g  S icam ous‘
4:00 pjtn. Iv. 
8:05 p jn .  ar. 
8:25 p jn .  Iv. 
0:00 ajba. ar.
V I A  S IC A M O U S  
D a ily  E xcept Sun day
K E L O W N A
S IC A M O U S
S IC A M O U S
V A N C O U V E R
■ P a r lo r . 'Cards'.; ^
, betw een  K e low na  
arid Eicariious 
ar. 2:25 p in .  
ly . 10.25 a in ;  • 
ar. 6.S0va.m. ,
Iv. 7:15 p jn .
T ra v e l Eastiiound v ia  S lcam ous. ' ^
A sk  abou t F ast  S erv ice  to E astern  C anada.
C; S U A Y L E R — C ity  T icket A gen t— P h o n e  104; o r  * G . D . B R O W N .  
Station T ick et A g e n t— P h o n e  104r-KeloW pa,'-B i-C .'
C A N A D IA N  P A C IF IC
entitled to use the initials, “C .L .U .” Consolation
after, his nam e. , -The letters s ign ify  “M am m a,” sa id  little  Joan, “p leage
“C h artered  L i fe  U n d erw rite r .” button m y  dress.”
M r. F au lk n e r  an d  his m other, M rs . “P le a se  do it yourself; dear,” wari 
I. M . F au lkn er, h ave  recently  com e to the rep ly ; “m other’s busy .’’
K e lo w n a  fro m  V an cou ver. M r. F a u lk - “Oh, d ea r!” exc la im ed  Joan, ‘‘I  
ner is in charge o f  h is com pany ’s bu s i- dont k n o w  w h a t  I  w o u ld  do w ith o u t  
ness in  the O kanagan . m yse lf!”
I
DETECTD
A  ^  M a ke S E C R E T  
^  IN V IS iB L B  W R m N G  ahd^
F IN G E R PR iN TS  appear/ike m q g it^  
Also print real pictures of Dick Tracy, friends efc. 
on any ploin paper with this a m a z ih q  new
S E C R E T  D IS C O V E R Y /
This Genuine  ^Official Contains |
1 bottle  o f  Secret b ie ik  T racy  Form ula Q - l l  (en ough  
t o  prin t 144 p ic tu re s ); 1 set o f  negatives for,printing; 
pictures o f  D ic k  T racy^T ess Trueheart^ Put d ^ t ^ n  
and  D ic k  Tracy* J r . ; 1 official D ic k  T ra<^  Detective  
Secret In struction  B ook ^  1 stylus fo r  secret.Yiririiagi; 
1 package  o f  H ypo -F ixa tive ; 1 special p rin tin g  g lass ; 
1 set o f  tou r p rin tin g  frames* cups and  b lo tt in g  pad.
. toptiriM«Dhar<
Com FlokM, Oool 
fed Wh«al«f PoSed Ri«o 
mid tSci'wHh ibbeoapon 
, for .yoiiraenaliM.'
Dicii Tracy Sflcreft, 
.D eteno-K iL
T E AR T H I S  OUT NOW. . .
R:. D I C K ’TJlACy, Box Ipo; Sasicatodni; Sask.'' '  '  ‘ ' • • • B.
Please send me a Dick Tracy Secret Detecto-Kit. I  enclose 2^box tops from ^ !
either Quaker Coro Flakes, Quaker Puffed W heat or Quaker Puffed Rice and 1 Sc. g\
Samt.
R Slretl and St/Mber ,  .......... ..... ......... ..... -^------- -— —  ------- — ------------
________________________  _________ :------------------ Fropinct---------- ---— _____Lxv' j
MAIL THIS TOOA^ f!
PA O B  T E N
T H E  K E L O W N A  C O U R IE R
THOKSDAY, JUliY. 2Q, 1»38
1ST RUTLAND A  
TROOP ^ AT ARMSTRONG EXHIBITION
"Do a Kood turn dally!”
Order,j for the wwk endinfj July 30:
The trooi) will parude at the school 
Held on Friday at T.-lSp.in. hi full uni­
form for final Instructions reKardhiK 
camp.
On Saturday morning the troop will 
loavo for the annual camp at Okana/jan 
CJcntre. Offers of assistance with trans­
portation into camp, or for the return 
trip on the followini' Saturday will be 
apprc*cialed.
There was a fairly /food attendance 
of scout:/ at the mcetin/f on Friday last. 
In the unavoidable absence of the
&
Scoutmaster the meeting was taken by
Assistant Scoutmaster llitchle. Lists of J[[|J[£ f  f  I  Jil l  P jI 1 I ^
.supplies to be taken to camp were 
i.s.sued.
I‘atroI L(s*ders and Seconds of the 
Itutland Trooi* acted as pall-bearers at 
the funeral of Noreen Mu/'ford, duu/'h- 
ter of a former member of the 1st Rut­
land Troop, Geo. Mu/'ford, and grand- ______
dau/fhler of Mr. E. Mu/fford. the pro- Tr«l-ir.r..d__
sident of the Scout Association, to botli Barns Moved T. rack Enlarj^cd
of whom the sympathy of the troop is More Space A va ilab le
extended. I ’atrol Leaders Bond and ---------
Reid also repre.sented the Rutland  ^ Increased accommodation for guests.
Troop at the funeral service of the lute through the •movin/' of barns and the 
David Jones-Evans of East Kelowna, construction of a standard race track.
While the exact figures are not av- is the 
•lil'ible the Beaver Patrol continues to Board of Directois of Uie Intciioi 1 lo- 
lea'd the current Patrol Competition, vinciul Exhibition at Armstrong. At a
• m s  noJ"m ooLa MU U. the  lest S ^ u l i v ' ^ i n  “ ‘ .,7 ^ 0^ u a n „ ,„ ,„ e s
• ; m " r r u " ' t o  S T  '  S ! r  I s T a V  U. c l a V l o  the ex-
Scouts w i l l  b e  c lod  to lo o m  Um t iT v e  m ode E
S c . ” !i‘o„"“,e^ l S „ e s " i c ^ m S  * ' K .  Tood '/^^  , Hovloe
tlroiYn ' " “tl*-' die decision the Board immedi-ims ycai u/,um. ynd workmen were
■"j!Li„j___^______ ^------------------------ busy Monday morning on this the
most ambitious program of oxlension 
and improvement in the exhibition’s 
colorful liistory. Large hor.se and 
cattle barns are to be moved directly 
back about three hundred feet bring­
ing. into use land previously acquired 
lor extension purposes. The round 
race track will become a long oval 
running back Ihrougli the ground pre­
viously occupied by the barns. The 
grandstand will be moved and extend­
ed to increase seating capacity fifty 
per cent. A  large part of the work 
will be leveling and fllling new 
ground to be occupied.
KELOWNA STUDENTS FIRST DEPUTY 
PASS MATRIC EXAMS A-G FOR ALBERTA 
—  ^ „ PASSES AWAY HERE
M alricu lu lio ii examination results 
were released on Monday by tlu; de-
partment of education at Victoria and 3idncy B. Woods, K.C., is Bui'icd
included tl.c in Kelowna Cemetery Follow-
students of tiio Kelowna aistilct. . , . o*.
Tlie following list of senior and Jun- in g  Service at St. M ichael s
ior matriculation results contains the ----- -
names only of Hiose wlio liave passed Funeral service for Sidney Brown 
in all subjects necessary to obtain Woods, K.C., aged GO, prominent Ed- 
complete standing in the grade. Names monton lawyer wl»o was Alberta’s 
are arran/'cd alpliabetlcally. first deputy attorney-general, were
Statements of marks are being mall- held from St. Michael and All An/'cls 
ed to all candidates by tlie Depart- Cluircli, in Kelowna on Saturday 
ment of Education at once. afternoon, July 23, at 1.30 o clock with
C didat s failing to pass matricu- Rev. S. N. Dixon offlciullng.
normal school standing are The lute Mr. .Woods, who was vislt- 
ith subjects In which they ing in Kelowna with his wife, from 
.... v- 50 per cent, or more. Ma- the prairie city, succumbed to a heart
Iriculation, senior rnalrieulation sup- attack on Tlmrsduy afternoon, July 21, 
plomcnlal and normal entrance exa- after several days’ Illness. His brother, 
rnlnations will be held August 24 to 31 Col. J. H. Woods of the Calgary Her-
ASK FOR PEACH 
DUMP DUTY SOON
Peach Plum Duty Went 
Effect Last Week
Into
Following a well attended meeting 
at Penticton last Friday, the B.C.F.G.A. 
tariff committee has forwarded a ro-- 
c/ucst to L. F. Burrows, Canadian Hor­
ticultural Council secretary that the, 
peach dump duty j'o on as soon as pas­
sible. Tlie peach plum duty woit into 
effect on importations of July 20.
Good sized peaches are expected this 
season, compared to tlie small sizes of 
last year. There is u fair movement
of soft fruits but it has slowfsd down. 
during tile past couple of days. The 
apricot season is at its peak and should 
lai>er off fast from now -on. Fair quan- 
tllle.s of peach plums are available, but 
it is expected there .will be a lull be­
tween plum crops.
Yellow Transparent apples are all 
liarvestcd and Duchess are moving us 
greeiv cookers. Cantaloupes are heavy 
though not at their peak yet. TUo 
quality of the cants Is quite good Uila , 
year.
•‘ffpbbyi how old is your big sister?" 
•‘Twenly-lWe.”
’’Twenty-live? She told me she was 
just twenty."
‘‘Oh, I expect that’s because she was 
live biffore she learned to count."
PHONE GORDON^S 178 & 179
S H O U L D E R  R O A S T S  Of S P R IN G  21c
L A M B ;  per lb  ........ ........................................
F R E S H  S P R IN G  S A L M O N ;  22c -  25c
fSja p e r lb . ............. ...........................  “
. L O I N  R O A S T S  O F  V E A L ;  23c
....... ......................................................
V E A L  C H O P S ; 25c
p er lb - ........... .................................................
C O R N  T O M A T O E S  L E T T U C E  C E L E R Y  C U C U M B E R S
C A B B A G E  C A R R O T S  O N IO N S  P O T A T O E S
________  s ____________
~ W jyfanufactured from  the C ity  w a te r  supp ly . W e  w i l l
I  C ^ i l  I T j be  p leased  to take  care  o f yo u r requirem ents.
1938 SPRING CHICKENS
Roast p o rk  Cooked  H am  Jellied  O x  T on gu e  W e in e rs^  C heese  
V ea l and  Cheese L o a f  Jellied  V e a l and  H am  P u re  L a rd  
D rip p in g  B u tte r E gg s
D. K . G O RD O N LIM ITED
P R O V IS IO N E B S P H O N E S : 178 and  179
at Kelowna.
S en io r M atrlou latlon
KELOW NA HIGH SCH O O L' 
Norma Ellen Burr. Janet Mary Hoy, 
Wilfred R. Noel, Irene Mary Smith. 
MRS. M ARSHALL’S PRIVATE  
SCHOOL 
Mol Hoi Gca.
Jun ior M atricu lation  
KELOW NA  
Passed, Recommended 
Peter T. Bath.
Passed
aid. flew in to Vernon on Thur.sduy 
afternoon about 12.45 o’clock and 
drove to Kelowna, reueliing liere a- 
bout 2 o’clock.
Deceased wag u well-known and rc- 
sixicted member pf the bar at Edmon­
ton and he had many acquaintances 
throughout the entire province of A l­
berta, besides those in this province, 
and his sudden passing was a great 
shock.
Besides his wife, he leaves three 
daughters. Lady Marjorie Butler, wife 
of Sir Reginald Butler of Kent, Eng­
land, Katherine, wife of Commander
Elizabeth Dorothy A p »y , Laurence S i ? J ! ? T h o m V T 7 S i  "onTwu'^  
The ffnal decision of the directors Stirling Ashley, David Addinton Chap- ^  aSodaTcd in^his law firm at'
that the present grounds and accommo- ^^an, Noel M. Deans. Elizabeth Gel- Y “Yd Port Hope,
dation had reached their limit, due to Mabel Verna Hall, John Stanley onY- Col J H Woods pre-
the growing popularity of the Interior Baylor Hammond, Hede Kawahara, brother.
Provincial Exhibition will be welcome olive Melba Kennedy, James Douglas  ^ h S  Fry of Kelowna
news to patrons of the fair. The new Little, Eva Helen McCormick, Mary M r r  WhipT wife of Mr Justice
arrangement in spreading out the Newton, Alfred John Owen, Georgette Ouebee Sunedor
buildings and changing the track will Marie Perron. Elizabeth Marcia Poole, WhUo Q ^ b ec  Sqpe f  t-
give a great deal more space particu- Arthur Henry Povah, John Alexander J h o  late S y .  when
lady at the entrance, about the grand- j^jtch, Gordon Alexander Shugg, the home of his sister, ivirs. rry.
Pearcey*s Hotiey
W e were telling the people over the air yesterday about 
Pearcey having extracted his first lot of this season’s honey.
This man Pearcey has taken prizes iti Vancouver,
• in London, England, and at all points in between at V 
which he has exhibited, so we haye no hesitation in 
reconimending Pearcey’s Honey. '
4 ib. tins ...  ... ....  ........... 60c And a Special 23-ounce Squat
2 lb. tins . ................. ........... 35c Jar of strained honey with a big
Jelly Jars...........- ..... 20c chunck -of comb dropped
Comb ....... ............. ......... 20c into it for .....  ..............
Bricks ..................................?.. 15c ..
W H E N  Y O U  W A N T  H O N E Y — A S K  FO R  P E A R C E Y ’S
S p ec ia ls  T h is  W e e k
2  G R A P E  NU -T  F L A K E S  2
f *  C L A R K ’S 2 d b . P O R K 'a n d  B E A N S
S IN G A P O R E  S L IC E D  P I N E A P P L E  
l i f e  O L D  D U T C H  C L E A N S E R  l * f C
P H O N E  214
stand and the main buildings. Christina Florence Smith, Gladys Su-
Mr. Mat Hassen, the manager, states 
that the major changes undertaken v^’att. 
this year marks the' beginning of a 
permanent plan of development that 
will be followefd year by year in mak­
ing the Interior Provincial Exhibition 
the most distinctive and popular an­
nual event in the Province. No other 
area in Canada offers such opportunity 
for display of its agriculture and var­
ied industries. The bringing into use 
of all its land will now make possible 
the development the board has pictur­
ed for some years past.
he suffered the fatal attack. He had 
o • always been a keen sportsman and en-
Swamson, Alexander William outdoors a great deal, those
P riv a te  Study
Jean Helen Graham.
O YAM A HIGH SCHOOL 
Duncan Hugh Alexander Dewar, 
Katherine E. Longren.
RUTLAND HIGH SCHOOL 
Yasushl Sugimoto.
-More About-
-More About-
FAR REACHING 
DECISION OF
POLICE 
HAVE NOT
From Page 1. Column 3 
Sydney, Australia, and would have
From Page 1, Column 7
has established an alibi for his where­
abouts that afternoon.
F ou n d  R ifle  B a r re l
For a time the mystery of finding
who knew him well declare.
Following the service at St. Michael 
and All Angels’ on Saturday after­
noon, interment was in the Kelowna 
cemetery, pall-bearers being H. R. 
Milner, K.C. and L. D. Hyndman, Ed­
monton; E. M. Carruthers, F. C. Was­
son, Capt. C. R. Bull, M.L.A,. and A. 
K. Loyd.
L E A S E  I N D I A N  R E S E R V E  L A N D
The Salmon Arm  Farmers’ Exchange 
has under lease 150 acres of Shuswap 
Indian reserve land, from which an 
estimated crop of 1,000 tons of toma­
toes, 800 tons of potatoes, early .and 
late, besides beets, carrots, parsnips, 
etc., is expected. A. J. Smith, manager 
of the Exchange, has gone to the prair­
ies to make arrangements for the dis­
posal of this extra tonnage.
" L S  on i;‘ .he Z 'S .
each other on their good fortune.
M A T IN E E S
Monday, Wednes. 
Friday, Saturday 
at 2.30 
25c and 10c
E V E N IN G S
Two Shows, 7-9 
Adults. 40c 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, 15c
TONIGHT
Thursday , J u ly  28
EDWARD G.
FRIDAY
J U L Y  29 th
SATURDAY
an d  30th
ISU ^IITaSE
m  w m m
Witt CiveYoa a Slight 
Catm of Hyttericsf,
PLUS
Yoa’ll MX "Belial Bella! WunJarbarl"
wliofi you tee how graad they are ii»
v\-
HONOR
' andDiHAV£tf
A M E R IC A ’S L E A D IN G  
L O V E  T E A M  I N  T H E  
C O M E D Y  HIT O F  19381
MONDAY
A u gu st
TUESDAY
1st an d  2nd
A d d e d
“COME ACROSS”
(A  Crime Doesn’t Pay)
“BIG CHIEF”
Popeye Cartoon
PARAMOUNT NEWS
.STARS E N O U G H  FOR A  
D O ZE N  T O P -H IT  
M U SIC A LS
at 2.30 pan . — C H A P T E R  S E V E N
“FLASH GORDON’S TRIP 
, TO MARS”
w ith  L a r ry  "B u ste r ’* C rab h e  a s  F L A S H  G O R D O N .
'Two Questions
Sroducera to W n  the right to mwket p rfto  con rfd S b ij: but Traveller: "Why have timetabto It
their product in an orderly manner _  mornine Frank Hawkev your trams are always late?
and thua he- enabled to obtain the coat ?”  “J ^ r S S p ^ “ d Bean Conductor: “O f "h a t  nae would our
Of production for their William McTavish, located t h e  waiting-rooms be if the trains were
deSlYn wiU I n S r ^ s  f ? S r S . J i t h  barrel in some brush only about fifteen always on time? ,
attempts to have the Dominion govern- fee^south of where the stock was o- the shed, it is said.
S r b o S  ^ At^ th^^  ^ Young Jones-Evans left Went To Cottage
ural Conference last year the three of his grandfather, John Smallman, at Although Mr. Smallman did not act- 
nrairie provinces voted unanimously to East Kelowna shortly after lunch with ually see the boy take a rifle with him, 
annroach their individual provincial the intention of going swimming in he did notice him go to a nearby cot- 
governments to pass similar legislation Mission creek. It is believed, but not tage on the Smallman property and 
to British Columbia’s, if the latter was positively, that he took a rifle with take some object out. He believed 
upheld Thev will now be able to pro- him, to shoot gophers after the swim, the lad must have hidden a rifle there, 
ceed" ^  He did not turn up for supper as The straw hat found farther south
Leaders of the fruit growing Indus- he had promised his mother to do, but from the scene of the tragedy was 
try throughout' the Okanagan have no general alarm was set forth, until identified as that belonging to Small- 
been shouting with joy this morning Thursday, as he had been known to man, and which he had allowed the 
and the news of the decision spread J®®'*® home before and spend several boy to wear;
throughout this fruit growing area like days away, when he had left in a When David Jones-Evans left the 
wildfire Plans for celebration of the “huff.” On Sunday afternoon a search house, his grandfather believed that 
great event are being formulated and party headed by Ralph Bean and in- had an appointment with Eric Tas- 
everywhere growers are congratulating eluding Ernest Blackburn, Roger Sut- ker to go swimming. .He .had warned
- ton and Michael Sutton set forth a.nd the boy about using a rifle, as he was
inside ten minutes located the body under age, Mr. Smallman testified, 
over the cliff from Mr. McTavish’s ‘‘The boy was good natured and 
farm. happy when jhe left home,” declared
The body was brought to the Ke- Mr. Smallman, “and there had been 
lowna Furniture Co. parlors where an no trouble. 1 had never seen him hap- 
auiropsy vvas performed on Monday pier,”
morning by Dr. J. S. Henderson, and Once before the boy had run away' 
on Monday afternoon an inquest un- from home and had a job on another
der Coroner J. F. Burne was comrhen- ranch for a week, Mr. Smallman
ced. Members of the coroner’s .jury stated.
were Walter R. Thomson, foreman, Mr^. Jones-Evans, widowed mother; 
Chas. DeMara, Don Loane, Don Bal- of the deceased boy, said her young- 
sillie, Ray Hunt and Claude Newby; gj.gr had told her he would be home 
Only part of the evidence was taken for supper that Tuesday evening. She 
on Monday afternoon and the inquest identified the bathing trunks exhibit- 
will be continued next Monday after- g^
noon, commencing at 2 o’clock, when just before leaving David had 
it is hoped that more conclusive evi- shown her the bottle containing the 
dence as to the nature of the boy’s .22 shells and she had warned him to 
death can be given. be careful. He had replied he Would.
Result Of Autopsy Mrs. Jones-Evans did not know the
boy had a rifle of his own, she told 
Dr. J. S. Henderson’s evidence, to f^g and had thought that the
the jury on Monday afternoon was to Tasker boy was the only boy in the 
the effect that the body was swollen neighborhood who had a .22 rifle. She 
and the features unrecognizajjle. The ^ad asked the Tasker lad not to lend 
face, scalp, hands, a small area of the ^is rifle to David. In the morning, 
back, both legs and the feet 'were gj-jn Tasker had called at the house 
scratched and skinned. The scalp was speak to David, 
almost entirely torn from the nape of
neck up over the head, and an ex- Finding Of Boy s Body ^
tensive fracture was observed at the Ralph Bean described finding the
base of the skull- body on Sunday afternoon, a distance
In answer to a query, Dr, Henderson he described as about 40 to 50 feet 
stated that the fractures and other down a perpendicular cliff. Other 
injuries could have occurred from a witnesses of the scene of the tragedy 
fall from a. height, and death would state the distance is better than 100 
be almost immediate. It was almost foot from the top of the cliff straight 
impossible to say definitely that there down to the tree which stopped the 
were no bullet wounds, due' to the progress of the boy’s body, and it is 
state of the, body, but he had examin- another 25 to 30 feet down to the 
ed the trunk, chest and skull without water’s edge, the last stretch sloping* 
finding any trace. ' more than the first hundred feet.
Coroner Burne debated for a mo- Mr. Bean conjectured that the.boy 
meht concerning ordering a dissection must have been hunting groundhogs, 
of the body to search for any bullet The cliff, he said is clay and gravel 
but eventually decided against any with a good deal of sand on the last 
such prbeedure. stretch.
The jury was then shown a shirt. Constable Ira Secord told of being 
trouser3, “ scamper” shoes, belt, comb, called to the scene of the tragedy Sun- 
nail file and cigarette papers taken day afternoon and gave technical de- 
from the body by Constable Robin tails as to finding various objects al- 
Kendall. His evidence was corrobora- ready mentioned.
ted by G. Edwards, undertaker for Following this evidence the. coui;t 
Kelowna Furniture Co. adjourned until next Monday after-
John James Smallman, of East Ke^ noon, 
lowna, grandfather of the deceased Young David Jones-Evans was the 
boy was the principal witness called son of the late Barney Jones-Evans, 
during the two-hour session. The boy well-known B.C. flier who met his 
had been living at his home, witness death in England in a plane crash 
stated, and had left the house on Tues- about three years ago. Two brothers 
day, right after lunch. and a sister reside with Mrs. Jones-
A  bottle containing .22. rifle shells Evdns on the Smallman property at 
was shown to the jury* and Mr. East Kelowna. The young lad was 
Smallman testified that the contents well-known throughout the district 
were similar to those in a box which and was brilliant in school work, al- 
he had placed in a shed a few days though he never wished to pay much 
prior to the boy’s disappearance. The attention to school duties.
auoeFAYE «»'^ MARTIN
SALLY IRENE 
w M A R Y
fB'a ALLEN
JIMMY DURANTE 
JOAN DAVIS
All these Stars—
All these Laughs:—
And Oh-hh, such Romance
------- -----  Added ------------
w
METRO NEWS
L A S T  S H O W  A T  8.30 p.m.
BRING YOUR  
NABOB 
C O U PO N S
T o U sers o f  W a te r  fo r  L a w n  
a n d  G a rd en
When Fire Siren sounds please shut off all] 
lawn and garden taps. This does not mean that 
there is a shortage of water, or any- restriction on 
its use at other times.
The abnormal use of water for lawns and gar­
dens reduces the pressure to that point where sat­
isfactory fire fighting streams cannot be obtaified.
Fire Prevention iBy-Law No. 452 imposes a penalty 
for failure to shut off all water being used for lawns 
and gardens immediately on the sounding of the 
Fire Alarm.,
Please co-operate with the Fire Brigade as re­
quested above, and also be particularly careful 
about fire aroUnd your own premises, as the long 
continued heat and low humidity are favorable for 
quick, disasterous fires.
J. b .  P E T T I G R E W . ’,
Chief, KiV.F.B.
/
W E  g a n :t  a l l  . b e
Slenden
B U T  W E  C A N  < A L L  LO O K
T H A N K S  TQ;>
Nemo
This Nemolastik works wonders 
for the short, top-heavy figure. 
The secret of Nemolastik is that it 
has twisted double strands instead 
of the usual one strand of elastic. 
Thus, it minimizes, the necessity 
for boning, and doubles comfort 
and control. A ll sizes 34-44.
N em o Corsets and Corselettes
No. 32-500-^Your mirror answers with a smile when you wear this 
Nemo. This shimmering satin foundation gives you added grace 
and glamor. It has uplift lace cups and a talon side
No. 59-500— This Nemo Corselette is the proper foundation for a 
smart wardrobe. Figured batiste, semi step-in, self uplift braz., 
topped with French lace. Elastic back and side A
No. 17-250—A  good figure depends on the right foundation. See this 
striped batiste combination, made with straight lines* self bust 
section. Fairly well boned, high, back, suitable for the
P E R S P IR A T IO N  R E S IS T A N T — N E V A  W E T  G IR D L E — ’Moisture, 
water and dirt never get beyond the surface. They roll off like water 
off a duck’s back. Girdle, No. 6.00, in figured rayon . 
batiste with Nemo quality webbing; at .................
No. 383—Light weight all elastic sunmer semi step-in A A
girdle. Zipper fastener, light boning; at .............. .........
F O R  T H E  J U N IO R  G IR L — Misses and slight women, the coolest of 
all girdles. POUFF is all lastex and two way stretch— 0)!ir
Very thin and cool .........  ......  ......... -..........................
NEMO SENSATION
NEMO SENSATION in all lastex white 
girdle. Two way stretch. Hugs you close 
and helps you make the most of your 
clothes. For Sport and even K A
formal occasions. .................
SOMETHING NEW IN 
BRASSIERES
“T H E  P A R T O S ”— Comes in satin and net. 
The brassiere that parts and gives you 
definite uplift. A A  <1^ 1 f^ A
Priced a t .......
■OJj
d e ® .  A .  M e l k l e ,  L t d .
P H O N E S : 143 and 215. Quality Meirchandise.
. ..... . .....  . ... . ... i.-....1....... . ..
